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SGA Inductes 5 Members 
By Kim Murphy 
Well, it should be no sur-
prise to anyone by now that 
the SGA meeting Tuesday 
night was a doozy. One of the 
l;lighlights of an otherwise 
frustrating experience was 
the swearing in of the elec-
tion winners: Nadine Lucas, 
Where Is The 
·Justification? 
By Gregory C. Mathis 
Editor-Jn-Chief 
John Beaton, Ralph Plotke, THE TIME for action is 
John Lantana and Greg now!! Student participation 
Gelineau. in the decision making pro-
David Carreiro, who ran cesses in the State College 
the elections, commented on network, ttirough the All-
the different election proce- College Committee, is on the 
dures used this time which floor oNhe State Senate this 
resulted in an impressively morning (Thursday). The 
low margin of error; .35% on l13gislation was passed by the 
the average. "(We used) dif- House of- Representives ear-
ferent colored ballots (that) lier in the- week and if the 
quickened the counting Senate passes th-e bill, the 
procedures. (Also) we dis-. funding for the new teacher 
played samp1e ballots. This' contract will go into effect. 
was to allow student.voters to Assistant Treasurer Nadine Lucas takes oath of office. Photo by Eu Donahue. The passing of the funding 
see who was running." Since the number of races being elected assistant treasurer, allocation will result in the 
student elections usually contested. The candidates was, of course, quite happy reduction of student 
generate a low turnout, Car- ran good campaigns. I think about winning. Lucas, who members from five to three 
, reiro was surprised to see so the April elections will see a was formerly on the Rights on the All-College Commit-
m'JQ¥i ~t1u;J'}Qt:;1,}tote •. ,.''Tur- very large turnout." and Freedom.s Commil:.t.ee tee as so writ.ten in Ar\\c\e \J\\ 
nout was good considering Nadfne .Lucas, who was . ·se.e, MEMBERSp. 10 ofthe prop.osal entitl~d Par-
,..~~-~!!-'l!!!' __________ ,.. ____________ ...... ______ rtlticipation lri the Decision-
ln Memory 0 . Making Process . . · • • • Not only is the new faculty 
By Nancy DuPont 
This week the community 
of Bridgewater State College 
mourns the loss of one of it's 
own, Prof. Kathleen lttig, a 
teacher of economics here 
for one and a half years. lttig 
died Saturday, March 3, after 
a four-year lo"ng battle with 
cancer. ·Students and faculty 
alike express great sorrow 
upon learning of her death, 
and those who knew her des-
cribed her as a courageous, 
exceptional person who will 
sadly be missed. 
The college, which did not 
learn of Prof. lttig's illness 
until December, responded 
by moving her classes from 
upstairs fo th~ trrst floor. In 
addition, the students helped 
her in a number of ways, 
including taking attendance 
in her classes. Although it 
was obvious that she was 
very sick, she gallantly kept 
teaching until Washington's 
Birthday. 
A native of Dedham, she 
received her bachelor's 
degree from Framingham 
State College and in 1976 
was awarded her master's 
and PhD degrees at Cornell 
University. She first taught at 
the State College of Buffalo 
in New York, and later at 
Rutgers University in New 
Jersey, berfore joining the 
faculty at BSC. 
.. . Kathleen I ttig Photo: Bob Ward, 
contract attempting to limit 
student involvement, but 
they are giving the students 
an ultimatum; vote for the 
reduction or be left out of the 
governing process entirely. 
Students have had. their 
hands tied in this issue. It 
should be understood that 
the referendum is dictated in 
the contract, with the· stu-
dents having no say in what 
they are voting on. 
An effort should be made 
by the Legislatures, the Gov-
ernor, and the Board of 
Regents to take a more active 
role in policing such con-
tracts to insure that the rights 
of Thi rd 1 Parties are not 
infringed upon in the collec-
tive bargaining p~ocess. The 
whole contract was written 
without the consent of the 
other active members of the 
World I Never Made" :-111111111111111mmmmm11111mmm111111111111111111111! I Upcoming GER 1· "A 
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committee, mainly without 
student input. 
It seems as though the 
members of the faculty have 
totally disregarded the rights 
of the students in this issue. 
First there is an attempt to 
reduce the number of stu-
dents, and second, the chair-
person must be a member of 
the faculty faction. This 
second part is important at 
Bridgewater because we 
have the only student chair-
person, Carrie Kulick, in the 
entire State College system. 
editorial ~ ... 
Their action is puzzling in a 
sense. \here \Nas a \Nr\\.t.en 
reSC)l#tipp·datecjFeb,fU~r'Xfg*.· 
1984,·whlch read$'8sfi:rUdW$: · 
The· All-College Committee 
of Bridgewater State College 
functions effectively as pres-
ently consituted. This resolu-
tion was passed by consen-
sus of the faculty, administra-
tive, and student members. 
The Student Government 
Association at Bridgewater 
and the other State College 
S.G.A.'s have been working 
vigorously in making their 
views known to their repre-
sentatives· and Governor 
Dukakis, but evidently their 
pleas are not being heard. 
There,i have been letters sent 
to Dukakis, Dr. Indelicato, 
and the Board of Regents 
regarding this, and the letters 
have yet to b~ acknowleged 
by House. Reps or Senators 
voting on the-bill. 
A massive drive has tieen 
'initiated by Matthew 
Donoghue to get students to 
See EDITORIAL p. 12 
I Hearings I 
5 5 
By Jeffrey, M. Linehan a . society based on what 
Baldwin would call a "white 
supremecy doctrine". 
James Baldwin: I love that 
question ... where? 
§Fri., March 9 Burrill C_313. i 
§ 2 p.m. Behavioral Sciences ~ 
I Mon. March 26 Burrill C 2 I 2 ! 
ill a.m. - Foreign Languages § 
. I Tues. Marett 27 Union-Green i 
§ 12 noon General 5 
= a i Thurs. March 29 Library Lecture i. 
§ l l a.m. Social Work § i . Department § 
i AU Students are urged § 
~ ·. to .attend!! · , i 
imu111111111111111m11asw ::a.11111111111111111111111m1111i. 
On February 29, 1984, 
wo.rld renowned novelist, 
essayist, and playwright 
James Baldwin came here to 
SSC and spoke to a tho-
roughly captivated audience 
containing faculty members, 
the students and the area 
community. Baldwin's lec--
ture, which was entitled "A 
World I Never Made", deait 
with the state of the Black 
·American in today's society, 
Before his presentation, I 
had. the honor of visiting Mr. 
Baldwin in a relaxed, infor- · 
. mal atmosphere ,and we dis-
cussed his v•ews on a variety 
of subjects, including polit-
ics, nuclear arms build-up 
and racism. 
Comment: Mr. Baldwin, in 
your opinion, who are. the· 
best writer~ wor.king today? 
Baldwin: Well, -Doris Lessing 
is one of them. That's an 
awful question,, you see, 
because- you .are placing me 
on the. spot, and there'll be 
people I'll leave out inadver-
tantly. But I'll have to say 
Doris Lessing and Tony 
Morrison. 
Comment: What writers, past 
or present, have most influ-
enced your writing style and 
·See BALDWIN p.11' · 
Shoe Business 
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. I Editor's View 1 
About The Shoe l 
governing body. . . 
Dear Editor, rience and will help me in the 
There once was a news:.. 
papereditorwhdnad nothing 
to do, so he sat around and 
took the blame tor The Shoe. 
My intentions for printing 
The Shoe every week are 
twofold. First to offer a lighter 
side of the S. G .A. and second 
because for the most part, the 
article is entertaining. This is 
a college and not everything 
should be taken seriously 
and that is the -~ase with The 
Shoe. When the author{s) 
first came to me with this 
idea, they told me that the 
purpose of the article would 
be to have fun with the meet-
ings and not take things 
seriously. However the 
S.G.A. as an organization 
deals with a substancial 
amount of money every year, 
and is a body of people who 
should take their work 
seriously. From this point on, 
we will attempt to bring you 
S.G.A. News on a regular 
basis. This way the students 
will be able to distinguish for 
themsslves where the fun 
ends and the seriousness 
begins. The second reason 
why' the article runs every 
week is because tlsle 
response has been terrific. 
People are reading the paper 
every week to see it, and tilat 
is my main objective, getting 
people to read the paper. 
The key to the effe-ctive- .: . 
ness of The Shoe is its ano- I 
nymity, Once the identity of I 
the Shoemakers is revealed, I 
the excitement surrounding I 
the article would be lost. It 
would be tougher for him-
/her/them to say things about 
people for fear of affecting 
their personal relationship 
with the members of the 
S.G.A. In my estimation, The 
Shoe hasn't treated anyone 
'flagrantly' or even unfairly. 
They- have tried to incorpo-
rate everyone into the. 'article 
to avoid picking on certain 
individuals and I believe 
he/she/they have accomp-
lished this goal. 
With the recent election future. 
now over, I would like to Thank-you for the support 
thank my supporters, the and I would like to congratu-
people that helped me in the late John Beaton, Ralph 
election, the Election Com- Plotke, and the other partici-
mittee, and those who voted pants who ran for office in the 
in both the primary election elections. 
and the final election. 
Not having had run for any 
type of office in the past, I felt 
this was a learning expe-
'I'd like to thank.all the peo-
ple who gave me assistance 
during the Black History 
Month event that the St1.1dent 
Government A·ssociation 
sponsored. Without your 
assistance the extravaganza 
would not have bee~ a 
success. 1 
Organizing the event took 
a lot OI' my time. but you were 
there to give you my arms 
and !egs. This was evident 
when the rises had to be 
loaded from the bus onto the 
stage. Not very much time 
was wasted in between sets. 
Some credit must be given to 
the break dancers for the~ 
gave us more help off stagt 
and were dazzling on stage. 




Class of '87 
thanks to four ushers (Dave 
Kutcher, William Chaney, 
Daniel Magoon, Matthew 
Donoghue) who worked the 
night of the show. The event 
enjoyed a full house. After 
one hour of the show, there 
was standing room only. 
These individuals were able 
to put everyone in some posi-
tion where. they could enjoy 
the show. 
It is not always possible for 
people to come together for a 
show of this magnitude, but 
thanks to your assistance the 
Student Government had the 
possibility to shine and did!! 
Thanks. 
Paul A. Dobson, 
President, Student Govern-
ment Association 
Over the past few weeks, 
assumptions have been 
mounting that I, Greg Mathis, 
am the author of the weekly 
feature Straight From The 
Shoe. I hope to set the record 
straight here. 
Although I promised not to 
disclose the name(s) of the 
real authcir(s), I never prom-
ised to take credit and/or 
blame for the article. I would 
like everyone interested to 
take note that the Shoemak-
ers are not my Features Edi-
tor (Debbie Santheson) and 
myself. In fact, none of my 
editors are responsible for It. 
The article is submitted 
weekly by one (or more) of 
the 6,900 students outside of 
The Comment organization. 
Gives' you a little bit more to 
think about, doesn't it Mr. 
Fay. 
Also, to Mr. Jay McKinney, 
I am sorry if you think we are 
I treating the Student Govern-
( ment Association "fla-
grantly." I hope my S.G.A. 
News fast week painted a 
clearer picture of what I 
believe is an improving 
In conclusion, I' would like 
to say that I am not afraid of 
making· enemies. With the 
position I'm in, I am bound to. 
But·in the same sense, I think 
a good workin\:] relatibnship 
betweeri the S.G.A. and The 
Comment is necess?ry in 
handling the important 




February 12, 1984. On that 
day, Bridgewater State Col-
lege lost a very special stu-
dent Victoria Kaczka-Gib-
so n. "Torry··· lived in 
Whitman, was a single par-
ent, and is survived by seven 
soit Community College 
back in 1980. We were both in 
a Liberal Arts Program and 
had many classes together. I 
was a new student at Massa-
soit an·d hadnumerous reser-
vations about returning to 
school. Torry was most sup-
:r S8'W \.iiM ,.:r:. $Z?-.W ~t 
SHo.E \\. 
w~..11 <j'\Je., ln1s desc..rtP+101) 
-to -\'Vie. ?o\lc..t. 5'.e.--tc H 
Af'tlsf" 
c· ren·.· · 
Torry was born in South 
Boston, was a graduate of 
Arlington High School 
"1945" and Massasoit Com-
munity College "1982" and 
was a Bridgewater State Col-
lege Junior, her major was 
sociq.I work in the class of 
1985. . 






Bill Brassil, Paul Foster, 










r en s. ere we were wo 
college students making all 
kinds of plans, a not so unus-
ual scene on a college cam-
p.us except we were both in 
our middle years and had 
waited decades for our for-
mal education. We were plan-
ning to go to Bridgewater 
State College after re<?eiving 
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All submissions must be received by 
2:00 p.m~ · · 
'Spring 1984 Publication Schedule 
A'll of ·the following dates are Thurs-
days and are subject to change. 
Mar 29, Apr 5, 12, 26;.May 3, 10 ..... 
The Comment is a student supported and 
operated weekly newspaper serving the 
academic community of Bridgewater State 
College. Editorial policy is determined by 
the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the 
Editori.al Board. Re-publication of all mate-
rial herein is prohibited without the 
expressed written permission of the Editor-
in-Chief. All materials submitted become 
the prdperty of The Commfnt. Letters to 
th.~ Editor are- encouraged but may be 
litnited to 250 words or less and must be 
. typed, Letters, classifled advertisements 
and ·a11. other written materials are subject 
to ?ondensatiori. Advertising rates are 
available upon request. Any person wish-
ing to join The Comment should contact 
either the E"ditor-in-CHief or the Managing 
Editor. All correspondence should be 
addressed to The Comment Student Ury_ion.~uiJ,dirrg; Bridgewa~erSt~te Colleg,e,, 
.Bn9g~water" ,MA 02324.c Te,lephon.e; 
617 697-120Q,.ext. 2158. . 
Straight From 
The Shoe 
There once· was a Presi-
dent who used to sit at the 
Shoe, he now sends a 
replacement to do what he 
could never do. 
The SGA President has 
made it official now. Matt 
Donoghue will be the new 
leader of the As~ciation by 
presenting (and we would 
say even writing) the Execu-
tive Report. This is one of the 
few responsibilities of office 
that President Dobson ever 
made any attempt to com-
plete and now he passed the 
gloves to someone else. 
, A letter to Governor Duka-
kis will be sent, pending the 
necessary signatures, asking 
for a delay of funding the 
faculty contract. By doing 
this it may give students more 
time to offer alternate prop-
osals concerning the All-
College Committee Member-
ship. It was also suggested 
that stronger steps be taken 
such as a bill through the 
State Legisf~ture or perhaps 
a legal suit against the Board 
of Regents. 
ft _seems that Mr. Donog-
hue has given little credit to 
our friends in high places. We 
had hoped to be invited to 
sign the letter going to Bos-
ton .. Matt, we party with the 
,Duke all the time. You should' 
have. asked us to personally · 
deliver the letter. 
The most important item of 
business at last Tuesday 
night's meeting was an allo-
cation of $1582.00 to fund the 
Forensics team~ We don't 
understand the questions 
that members of the Senate 
had with this money. The 
· Forensics team is highly 
esteemed and brings much 
recognitio;i tc this college. 
The Senate should have sup-
ported their effort. A club 
with a growing membership, 
which is very rare on this 
campus, should be rewarded. 
If the Shoe's vote had been 
requested, it would have 
been a definite yes! 
We would like once agai_n 
to give credit to Elections 
Director David Carreiro for a 
job well done. He will live, 
and the prognosis is good. 
Yet, we hear that his days as 
Elections Director are 
numbered-early symptoms 
of resignationitis have been 
diagnosed. Who will take his 
place?? We also would like to 
welcome all the new 
members of the Senate. We'll 
be nice for awhile, but 
beware, the Shoe is always 
1 watching. 
Martial Law has left Poland 
and has come to the Shoe. 
The 1st Vice-President has 
proposed to have Senator 
Mccarron be a Sergeant-
With-Big-Arms or rather a 
Sergeant-at-Arms. 
Napolean Kutcher has 
declared the Senate his 
em pi re and has crowned 
himself Emperor of the SGA. 
Anyone caught defying the 
Emperor will have to deal 
with the Sergeant-With-Big-
Arms. 
Sergeant: Senator Manzo, 
you have been charged with 
crimes against the crown. 
Senator Manzo: What do you 
mean? This is a democratic 
state. I gave my excuse to 
Xena. 
Sarge: That's not the prob-
lem. You talked discreetly to 
Senator. Miller. That is 
against the new laws of the 
Emperor. 
Sen. Manzo: This is another 
example of the oppression of 
the Senators. I will fight this 
to the end. Viva la Revolution! 
Emperor Kutcher: Bring that 
peasant Senator before me!!! 
Sen. Manzo: Lookit, Emp! I 
will stop my covert actions 
against the Model U.N. to 
1mdermine your militaristic 
See SHOE p. 9 ______ _ 
Rebuttal When Does Life Begin? 
r ~ 
on abortion is a typica exam~ 
pie of innuendo and political 
rhetoric designed to mislead 
and cloud the reality of the 
issue-what an abortion is. 
The question o~ when life 
begins is not a matter of reli-
gious or moral interpretation. 
It has been medically proven 
th~t the fetus' (which means 
young one) heart starts beat-
ing 14-28 days after concep-
tion (usually before the 
mother knows she's preg-
nant) and by the 30th day 
almost every organ has 
started to form. He moves his 
arms and legs by 6 weeks and 
by 43 days his brain waves 
can be read. By 8 weeks, the 
baby has his own finger-
prints, he can urinate, make a 
fist, and he. can feel pain. 
Science tells us that when the 
soning 
These techniques also 
increase ·the complications 
and dangers for when a 
woman does wani to have a 
child-something they .do'n't 
tell you at an abortion cUnic. 
As far as a woman being 
the victim of a rape or incest, 
in only the most rare cases 
does pregnancy result from 
rape or incest due to the 
trauma experienced. There-
fore, rape and incest as rea-
sons for legalizing abortion 
are nothing more than emo-
tional screens behind which 
those profiting from abortion 
choose to hide. 
Ms. Scroggs' comh1ent that 
"denying. abortion violates 
sMo.Gtci 'sbmeorie's 'dght, ..... . 
speak out on an · issue,.·· be 
silenced because of the foun-
dation from which their con-
victions are based. I suggest 
she read the First Amend-
mentand find outwhat it truly 
states. 
No choice conc~rning life 
or death should be taken 
lightly-please, let not your 
actions and decisions be mis-
guided by innuendoes and 
political rhetoric. There are 
alternatives. Seek your con-
science. You are the only 
who .has to live with the final 
decision and ans~er for your 
life-and your baby's. 
Charles Emanuel Cavas 
Let The 
sperm and ovum unite, they Re· buttal 
become a complete genetic 
package of physical char~c- Voters Decide 
teristics Bnd peraonal1ty · ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
traits programmed for devel.- By Matt. Pete.r Donoghue that state government should 
opment into a maturn adult. stay out of." Although she 
Nothing will be added except The Commentary by ·Liz .does nbt provide a source.,tor 
time, nutrition and experien- Scroggs, Co-Director of the this statistic., my purpose is 
ces. B.S.C. Women's· Cen.ter, pub- not to. indict, but rather, to 
Thursday. March' 8, 1984 the boinment 
Announcements 
Montreal Trip 
Sponsored by the Accounting and Finance Club. Leaving 
Wednesday, April 11, returning on Sunday, April 15. This trip 
is open to all students. The cost will be $90. Sign up soon, 
space is limited. For more info. Call 697-5380 after 8:00 p.m. 
"Disarmament in Action" 
Saturday, March 31 at 7 p.m., Church of the Covenant, 67 
Newbury Street in Boston. Sue Bolton, who has been in the 
Greenham Common Peace Encampment for more than two 
year-s will speak. The award winning video, "Stronger than 
before", a 30-minute documentary portraying the experiences 
of women who created and paricipated in the Women's 
Encampment for a Future of Peace and Justice at Seneca, 
New York this past summer will be shown. For more informa-
tion, please call 354-0008. 
Mayor of Attleboro to Speak 
On Tuesday evening, March 20, at 7.:30 p. m. at Massasoit 
Community College, Room 130 of the C6ntinuing Education 
Building, Brenda Reed, newly elected mayor of Attleboro will 
speak on "Women in Politics." This is being sponsored by the 
Brockton chapter of the National.Organization For Women in 
honor of National Women's History Week (March 4-10). For 
more information, please call 587-:9674. 
Robert Ladd will present an exhibition of his photographs at 
the Bridgewater Public Library during the month of March. A 
former Brockton resident, Ladd has studied at the Boston 
Museum of. Fine Arts School, the Massachusetts College of 
Art in Boston, and at many other institutions throughot the 
country. On display are familiar local scenes, coastal views of 
Arcadia National Park, and a number of collages. 
A reception will be held on Thursday, March 8 at 7:30 p.m.I 
The public is invited to meet Mr. Ladd and discuss his work. 
, Financial Aid I 
Spring semester financial aid ,will be available beginning' 
March 9, 1984 from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the Student 
Payment Office in Boyden Hall. Proper LO. Required. 
.. "Afro-American Society 
I would like to take time to thank everyone for their help in 
making Black History Month a success. 
Our meeting on March 8, 1984 will include plans for Battle of 
the D.J.'s and our Spring Fashion Show. 
lo all stud~nts going on tne Ph1\~de\pr"11a H\f?, p\ease mee\ in 
. ·.' .Yoti'tor your e'}(pressions'·c,·· 
ber:,eavement. . . 1. . 
Deborah Nelson - President 
Earth Science Lecture 
On Wednesday, March 28, at 7:30 p;m., RobertSonnichson, 
a Hydrologist from the Federaf Emergency Management 
Agency will present a lecture entiqed "Coastal Hazard Zone: 
·What, Where, and When?" The public is welcome and there is 
no admission charge. The lecture will be held in the Conant 




We have sche"duled one last sitting with Studio 
One photographers. 
An abortion interrupts this lished in the March 1st edi- make a point Miss Scroggs 
process and all these activi- ti on of The Comment, asserts that "denying abor-. 
ties that represent life. Termi- interested me and ~as a firm tion violates the principle of 
You will have one last _opportunity to have your 
formal portrait taken on Wednesday, March 28, 
or Thursday, March 29, from 11:00 am. to 3:00 
pm. Portraits will be taken in the make-up room, 
S.U. Bldg. Appointments can be made at The 
Comment office. 
nating a baby's life is not a believer in democracy, both separaHon of church and 
delicate procedure'"aither. as a form of government and state," and whUe that is cer-
Briefly they are: as a style of expression- I tainly a debatable issue, .it is 
Suction Cutterage-A sue- feel compelled Jo respond: curious that she wishes to 
tion tube which sucks apart· Miss Scroggs is concerned defend tha·t. ·fundamental 
the body of -a developing about the passage of legisla- democratic prjnciple (sepa-
baby. . tion which would restrict, or ration of church and state), 
Dilation & Cutterage~A prohibit altogether,. state while chasti&ing our .state 
sharp spoon-like knife is funding of abortions, follow- law-makers for enacting leg-
used to cut and scrape the ing a statewide referendum iri islation which will put the 
Have your picture taken for the yearbook in 
order to guarantee your free yearbook. 
Barbara Glauben 
Editor 
baby from the uterine wall. November.; ·· matter in ttie hands of the 
Salt Poisoning-A concen- -Miss Scroggs' informs us voters. · . only serve to reinforce her the process of democracy, 
~rated salt solution is injected that 79% of Massachusetts If 79% of the voters in this views. for it is by referendum, and , 
through the mottJe·r's 'abdQ'":< "voters" ':b~lieve that abortion state.believe as Miss.Scroggs. . MY advice to Miss not by pollsters, that the elec- '. 
men. After an hour of brea- is a personal, private matter states; the rnferendum will· 'Sc-roggs?HaveconfidehcErin· · torate·speaks' definitively.·· ' 
Thursday, March 8, 1984 
MORE 
' LETTERS~,,, 
. .,;@~lllilli;;: !.iI¥MI~i~llllilfillt~1~r~Itl~1~~i1~il~ 
I wish to take this oppor-
tunity to thank the more than 
500 students who exercised 
their rights ~s students here 
by voting in the recent S.G.A. 
elections, and. particularly 
those who supported my 
candidacy for Senator-A_t-
Large. 
I learned a great deal dur-
ing the course of the 
campaign-one, that although 
it is epidemic, student apathy 
is a generalization invoked by 
members of our community 
who would gladly see it 
·greater; two, and it was very 
disillusioning, that the best 
voter turn-out that could be 
hoped for was a meager 10 
per cent of the student 
population. 
I do have one question for 
To the members of the col-
lege community: 
We· are writing to bring to 
your attention the critical 
situation of Mehrdad Hajian, 
a twenty-two year 'old Iranian· 
student enrolled at Bridge-
water State College. Meh-
rdad left school for academic 
reasons after the~ spring 
semester. of 1983 and later 
began working at a Cumber-
land Farms. Last fal I, he was 
arrested by Immigration. 
' tation charges. 
On March 15, Mehrdad wilt 
attend an lmmigra.tion and 
Naturalization Service (INS) 
hearing, during which district 
d!rector Timothy Whelan will 
determine his· immigration 
status. The March 3 edition of 
the Brockion Enterprise 
reported that INS trial attor-
ney William McColough 
"didn't think Hajian's student 
status would be restored." 
We are working - toward . 
preventing the I NS from 
deporting Mehrdad. If . he 
were to return to Iran, he 
would' most probably be con-
scripted into the army and 
sent to the front Ii nes of the 
MY name is Stephen Ijams. 
I would liketothankallofyou 
who took the time to nomi-
nate me to sthe position of 
Vice-President of the senior 
class of 1984. This is a presti.:. 
gious and responsible posi-
you as students. How btg 
must the issue be to motivate 
you to participate, simply by 
voting, in your S.G.A.? 
In the coming weeks, we, 
as students, must rally 
together in a demonstration 
for faculty, administrators 
and state legislators and 
bureaucrats on issues effect-
ing our representation in the 
decision-making processes 
of what our education will 
consist of, and, equally 
important, how much it will 
cost. We literally cannot 
afford to let decisions of this. 
magnitude be made without , 
equal and timely in.put. 
Sincerely 
Matthew Peter Donoghue, 
Class of 1986 
Iran-Iraq war. Readers want-
ing more information con-
cerning conditions in Iran. 
may refer to the February 12 
edition of The New York 
Times Magazine. · 
While Mehrdad violated the 
terms of his student visa, 
leaving college for poor 
grades and working in a 
Cumberland Farms should 
not warrant his being thrown 
into an extremely chaotic 
P?litical _cli~ate. Deport!ng 
1500 signatures were col-
lected fast fall requesting the 
reinstatement of Mehrdad's 
vjsa; h:>wever, this was not 
enough to secure his con-
tinued stay in the United 
States. We urge students, 
faculty, administrators, and 
other members of the college 
· community to contact their 
representatives immediately, 
requesting the reinstatement 
of Mehrdad's visa. In addi-
tion, please phone 697'-9332 
with your suggestions and 
support. 
-Sincerely, 
Nancy L. Mindick 
April Kane 
ti on; one of which I intend to 
·act upon. Your vote will make 
the difference if I am to 
acheive worthwhile objec-
tives for you. 
Vote, 
Steve Ijams 
News from the 
Student Employment Referral ?ervice 
l 
The SERS office wishes everyone a safe, enjoyable Spring 
Break Vacation. 
There are several temporary and permanent, parHime and 
full-time positions available immediately and after spring 
break. 
Stop by the SERS office (T-~, ground floor .of Tillinghast 
Hall). anytime M9nday-Friday for more information 
employment opportunities. · 
." &;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~H;;:;a;;;;;v;;;;e~a~.;;;;n;;;ic;;e;;;;;;;v;;;a:;c;;;;:a;;;;;;t~io~n;;:;f ~~~:;;;;:;;;;;~~ 
·.' 
' .~ t ' 
Dear Editor, 
I feel that it is imperative 
that· the student body be 
informed of the terrible injus:-
tice done unto them at Tues-
day's meeting of the S.G.A. 
Quite a few of our honorable 
S.G.A. members chose to 
forget that they meet once a 
week to discuss and vote on 
issues important to the stu-
dent body. The S.G.A. is sup-
posed to be representative 
body. Members of the S.G.A. 
are supposed to be the voice 
of the students. Personal -
views or vendettas have no 
place in the S.G.A Cham-
bers. It is a sorry state of 
affairs when the fate of a club, 
organization, or the student 
body as a whole, rests on the 
likes or dislikes of one S.G.A. 
member for another! 
Instead of acting as repre-
sentatives of the students, 
quite a few. of the S.G.A. 
members decided to turn the 
Shoe into a playpen full of 
their own selfish "ideas and 
wishes, certainly not the 
wishes of the student body, 
as no one ever bothers to ask 
for their opinion. 
Evidently some of the 
memb~rs thought that it 
would be tun to play tug-of-
war with the Forensics Team. 
The For:ensic team requested 
$1,582.00 in order to repres-
ent B.S.C. at the Nationals, 
which they have competed in 
for the past nine years. If you 
care to do research on this 
and their work towards the 
betterment of B.S.C., ,just 
look , at the trophies in 
Boyden Hall! 
Enough of that, time for a 
vote - Whooppee! - Sorry, 
Forensics, but you ~an't 
f.i' . ,. ~,,,.,., "' ' f '11' ;'" :"'' h·\ 
because, says the wise man 
in purple, the Lacrosse team 
didn't get money last year, 
why should you?!? Once 
again, purple man, please 
clean out your ears -
Lacrosse is fi.nanced by 
athletic fees, not S.G.A.! 
By the way, didn't' one of 





10:45 p.m - 1:45 a.m. 
3:3o a.m.-6:30 a.m. Mon. - Fri. 
a 
(Load and Unload Trucks) 
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS/Mon., Mar. 26 11:00 AM · 1:00 PM 
Green Room -Student Union 
*SIGN UP and FILL OUT APPLICATION IN T-6 
For more information visit the Student Employment Referral Service· 
office located on the ground floor of Tillinghast Hall (T-6) 
tion because he saw at least 
three major cliques in the 
S.G.A.? Better add one more 
to the listfolks ... and order the 
new stationery in purple 
please!!! 
.Wait one moment folks! 
Yes, a "no" vote ohanges to a 
"yes" and an abstaining vote 
changes to a "yes"! The Fore-
nsic team gets themoney ... c-
lap, clap, clap! 
No, we aren't done with 
you ·yet Forensics! . More 
votes to change. We have 24 
hours to change our votes -
ah ha! That means ... you got it 
- two votes change to no! No 
mon~y.: NG>.NatiQnf!IS, kids. 
· ·.: .... : ..<:' ··, ..... ,;.,..... · ·· ··:, .... :::.~·:·and 
we have all had time to think. 
Yes, believe it or not, I said 
think. More vote changing, 
this time to "yes'.' .No, this is 
no joke. We will give you the 
money! Why aren't you smil-
ingi D9n't you trust us? 
Surprise, surprise! Yes, it's 
Paul "Let's veto another one'' 
Dobson: Mr. Dobson, please 
explain! Oh, I see you wanted 
to punish the S.G.A. Well, 
that seems like a perfectly 
rational reason for vetoing 
Forensics registration money 
and in doing so, cancelling 
this week's meet! I mean, 
really, if S.G.A. can't behave, 
then everyone must be pun-
ished, right?!? 
Well, as it nbw stands, 
Forensics has no money. Mr. 
Dobson proves his poir:it...he 
doesn't care who he messes 
up as· long as someone (or 
everyone) is punished and 
the S.G.A. will be repainted in 
purple next week! 
Seriously though, there are · 
a few very fi'ne Senat5rs ef~""' ..:'"",,., 
who really are trying to · 
uphold their oath of offi.ce 
and who do care aboutthe 
student's concerns. Good 
luck to all those running in 
Aprill There's always room 
for improvement at the Shoe! 
Sincerely, 
Peg Borges 
For Ill.ore . information, please complete the· ·coupon 
below and forward itto: Reverend Jerry Dom, Glenmary 
HomeMisSioriers, Box46404, Cincinnati., Ohio45246. 
... ' 
Nam.e-.-~~~-.--.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Age~...:--~ 
College Year of Study __ _,.--_ 
AdcIJess--'-.__-,..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-'-,__~~~~ 
,City _________ . State _____ Zip _____ _ 
Telephone( 
' ~ . 
,-, ' 
. \ 
!ii t .• l f< ,' 
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By John J. Be~ton 
Every year when the 
Academy Award nominees 
are listed I do two things; one, 
I always check to see who 
was recog·nized and who 
wasn't; two, I always make 
some predictions as to who 
will win the prestigious gold 
statue. 
BEST PICTURE: All of the 
'films listed in this category 
are worthy of the nomination 
with the exception of one, 
"The Dresser". "The Dresser" 
was a late entry in the race for 
Best Picture and has not had 
proper recognition. It stands 
out as an actor's movie rather 
than an overall ensemble 
between actor, writer, . and 
director. Mike Nichols' "Silk-
wood" would have been a 
much better choice. Look for 
"The Right Stuff" to win with 
"Tender Mercies" and 
"Terms of Endearment" pul-
ling a close second. 
BEST ACTOR: All but one 
nominee running in this race 
is an~ Englishman and that 
man is Robert Duvall. I would 
venture to guess that Duvall 
is also the favorite to win this 
race for his portrayal as a 
country-western singer in 
"Tender Mercies". Michael 
Caine was not the best man 
to receive the nomination for 
his role as a drunken teacher 
in "Educating Rita". Robert 
DeNiro for "The King of 
Comedy", Eric Roberts for 
"Star '80", or Al Pacino to,-
BEST ACTRESS: All of the 
women nominated here gave 
well deserved performances 
in lead roles. To all of you 
die-hard Barbra Streisand 
fans---she didn't receive a 
nomination for "Yentl" and 
didn't deserve one either. 
Although Meryl Streep won 
last year for "Sophie's Cho-
ice", don't be surprised if she 
edges out Shirley MacLaine 
for "Terms of Endearment". 
BEST SUPPORTING' 
ACTOR: For some strange 
reason the Academy has 
nominated Charles Durning 
for two years in a row, both 
times undeser_vedly. Last 
year he sang and danced in 
"The Best Little Whorehouse 
in Texas" and this year he's 
dressed up as a Nazi in "To 
Be or Not To Be". William 
Hurt or Kevin Kline from "The 
Big Chill" would have been a 
far wiser decision. Watch for 
Jack Nicholson to blow them 
all away in a superb perfor-
mance from "Terms of 
Endearment". 
BEST SUPPORTING 
ACTRESS; Although I 
haven-'t seen Linda Hunt in 
"The Year of Living Danger-
ously" or Alfre Woodard in 
"Cross Creek", I feel that 
Sandra Bernhard was sligh-
ted for her understated per-
formance in "The King of 
Comedy". Cher ("Silkwood") 
and Glenn Close ("The Big 
Chill") are running a hotly 
contested race: Cher might 
grab the Oscar tor the so\c 
e~9on · 
BEST DIRECTOR: All of 
the five men nominated in 
this category deserved the 
nominations; however, Mar-
tin Scorsese, "The King of 
Comedy"; Woody Allen, 
"Zelig"; and Lawrence Kas-
dan, "The Big Chill" also 
deserve recognition for jobs 
well done. Seeing that Philip 
Kaufman was not nominated 
as Best Director for "The 
Right Stuff", Ingmar Berg-
man sho.uld walk away with 
the Oscar for "Fanny and 
Alexander". 
BEST FOREIGN-LAN-
. GUAGE FILM: Sweden and 
France will be fighting it out 
for this award. Sweden's 
"Fanny and Alexander" and 
France's "Entre Nous" are 
both winners critically; it will 
be a tough decision to make. 
BEST ORIGINAL SONG: 
Although. Frank Stal lane's 
"Far From Over" from "Stay-
ing Alive" should have been 
recognized, it's a clear-cut 
decision that "Flashdance-
... What A Feeling" by Irene 
Cara will win. 
Although the Academy 
Award winners aren't known 
·until April 9, 1984, about a 
month away, it's always fun 
to make some early predic-
tions. "And the winner is ... !!!" 
Editor's Note: After spring 
break, watch for the 
Academy Award Contest---
you'll have the chanc(~ to pick 
the winners in the six maior 
categories. Winners wilt 
: I 
r I ) I 
; . . . . • ... · ... ·· .. , · ... 




J ~ Here is a list of nominees man, "Fanny and Alexander''; 1 
I f th 56th I A d m Mike Nichols, "Silkwood"; I I f~ar~s to b~n;;~!d o~a A~C: Bruce Be:resford, • "Tender 
I I TV on Monday, April 9, 1984: ·- Mercies"; James L. Brooks, 
I I . Picture - !'The Big Chill", "Terms of Endearment" .. 
I I "The Dresser", "The Right Foreign-Language Film -
I . ·I Stuff';, "Tender Mercies", "Carmen" (·Spain); "Entre 
.1
1 
A club l!sting for the uninitiated as well as the expert in local : "Terms of Endearment". Nous" (France); "Fanny and 
1 music. Actor - Michael Caine, Alexander" (Sweden); "Job's 
I "Educating Rita"; To_m Conti, Revolt" (Hungary); "Le [}al" 
I By Robert "Scruffy" Flynn "Reuben, R?ub'en"; Tom (Algeria). 
I Courtenay, ''The Dresser"; Original Song - "Flash-
1 · Thursday the 8th Robert Duvall, "Tender Mer- dance .. ."What. a Feeling" 
I cies";. Albert Finney, "Th~ · ("Flashdance"); "Maniac" 
I The Rat, 528 Comm. Ave., Kenmore Square, Boston, 536- Dresser". ("Flashdance "); "Over You" 
: 2750 - Marlin Perkins has nothing to do with this version of Actress_:_ Jane Alexander, ("Tender Mercies"); "Papa, 
Wild Kingdom. Wild 19ngdom is fundementally Human Sexual "Test amen t "; Shir I e y Can You Hear Me" ("Yentl"); 
Response, (Jackie Onassis, what does sex mean to me?), Maclaine, "Terms of En.dear- "The Way He Makes Me Feel" 
minus three of their four singers. They have been in somewhat ment"; Meryl Streep, "Silk- ("Yentl"). ... 
of hiding lately·, following sonie work they did for a theatre wood"; Julie Walters, Original Screenplay -
production last year. Their sound is ti~htly' organized, yet "Educating Rita'.'; Debra Win- Lawrence Kasdan and Bar-
cutting and experiment~!. They are a seri~us band that take ger, "Terms of Endearment". bara Benedek, "The Big 
their music that way. With Lifeboat and Baghouse. I' Supporting Actor - Cha- Chill"; Ingmar Bergman, 
"11• ·- I rles Durning, "To Be or Not· "Fanny and Alexander"; 
Chets Last Call, Causeway St., Boston, 523-9160, next to the I To Be",· John " Lithgow·, Norah Ephrori and Alice 
Pussr.Cat Theatre near the Garden - Here's a band that has I "Terms oflfndearment'~; Jack Arlen; "Silkwood"; Horton 
some bite to their music: Scruffy the·Cat. They have a noisy, I Ni ch ols·o r\ "Terms of Foote; "Ten.der Mercies"; 
driving sound and if you hear them in this tiny room, they I Endearment':; Sam Shepard, Lawrence Lasker and Walter 
sound likeatrainabouttoderail. Notforthefaintof heart. With; '1The' Right Stuff"; Rip Torn, F. Parkes, "WarGames". 
. Noonday Af.ternoon. "Cross creek!'. Screenplay ·Adaption -
S · d h 10 h Supporting Actress - Ha.raid Pinter, "Betrayal''; atur ay t e t. Cher, ''Silkwood"; Glenn· Ron·ald Harwood, "The 
Close "The Big Chill"· Linda Dresser"; Willy Aus.sell", Gover's, 392 Cabot St., Bever_ly. 99. 2-050_ O - A. rt rock is some... · · ' · · ' · Hunt,· "The Year of Living "Educating Rita"; Julius J. 
thing tha~ has come and gone and come back again in Boston. Dangerously"; Amy 1 rving, Epstein, "Reuben, -Reuben"; 
Noverriher Group is know for their intelligenflyrics and taste.;. "YerWJi; Alfre Woodard, James L. Brooks, "Terms of 
fut arrangemen~s. Th~ sou~d is. paced and airy at time, but "Cross Creek". Endearment". 
never t? the pomt;f inducin~ b~~ed?m. To hear November Director _ Peter Yatesi · Cinematography _ Sven L~:u~~~o_e_:~:_:~~_:'~s~~-~~~:~------ __ "The Dress'.er"; lngm~r Berg- Nykvist, "Fanny and Alex-
. . 
ander"; Don Peterman, 
"Flashdance"; Caleb Desch-
anel, "The Right Stuff''; Wil-
liam A. Fraker, "WarGames"; 
Gordon Willis, "Zelig". 
Original Score - Leonard 
Rosenman, "Cross Creek"; 
John Williams, "Return of the 
Jedi'-'; Bill Conti, "The Right 
Stuff"; Michael Gore, "Terms 
of Endearment"; Jerry Golds-
mith, "Under Fire". 
Original . Song Score or 
Adaptation Score - Lalo 
Schifrin, "The Sting//"; Elmer 
Bernstein, "Trading Places"; 
Michel Legrande and Alan 
and Marilyn Bergman, 
"Yentl". 
Art Direction - "Fanny 
and Alexander", "Return pf 
the Jedi"1 "The Right Stuff'.', 
"Terms of Endearment", 
"Yentl" .. 
Costume Design - "Cross 
Creek", "Fanny and AJ.ex-
ander", "Healt Like A Wheel", 
"The Return of Martin Gue-
rre", "Zelig" . 
Docum~ntary . F~~ture · -
"Children of Darkness 0 , 
"First Contact", "He . Makes 
Me Feel Like Dancin"', "The 
Profession of Arms (War Ser~ 
ies Film No. 3)", "Seeing"" 
Red". . 
See OSCARS p. 6 ------
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1. Prizes for solving trivia questions are two movie tickets to 
each winner which are good at General Cinema Theatres. 
2. All entries must be received at the Comment office by noon 
on the Wednesday following the issue date. Only one entry per 
contestant. Comment employees are ine/egible. 
3. There can only be two winners a week, that's all we can 
· afford, so when there are mOJ:e than two winners we'll have a 
lottery. 
4. Contest only open to BridgewaterState College Students, 
facwty and Alumni. All entries are to be submitted to the 
Comment Secretary between the hours of 9a.m. to 2p.m. A 
'vEdid l.D. must be approved by the secretary. The entry should 
include the answers, your name, address and telephone 
number. 
5. Winners will be notified in the next issue of The Comment. 
6. In order to be eligible to receive the General Cinema passes 
you must answer alf questions correctly. 
CONTEST NUMBER SIXTEEN 
-
1. What was the old fisherman's name in Ernest Hemingway's 
novel The Old Man and the Sea? 
2. What is Gerald Ford's middle name? 
3. What is the name of the only major league baseball stadium 
not equipped with outdoor lights for night baseball? 
4. Harvard Crimson, Oklahoma Sooners, UCLA Bruins, 
By James Magner· of a Texas band called La 
Danza. La Danza is a hollow 
When I see Thomas Dolby, record that lacks excitement. 
I think of a mad scientist It is a rather boring band with 
working endlessly in the a dead lead singer who 
laboratory. Dolby's new sounds ugly and duM. The 
album The Flat Earth, is elec- 160's garage guitar sound on 
tronic music with human the LP is nothing new. Save 
feeling. It is treated as a your money. 
scientific project with plenty. Translator is back with a 
of experimental effects that new LP called No Time Like 
strike like lasers. Side one Now. I only heard the EP but I 
opens with Dissidents, a would definitely get the 
funky song that goes beyond album. The drum, sax and 
electronics and into the guitar concoction lends a 
imagination. The Flat Earth, a western feel that reminds me 
great grind song, is science of Rubber Rodeo. The 
fiction desolation; I see a extended version of Break-
lonely man suspended over down Ba.rrier~ flu.ctuates in 
the Earth hoping to find an tone but remains vibrant: Cry 
answer. Side two has two · for a Shadow weeps with a 
dance cuts; White City and high guitar lead as if calnng 
Hyperactive, and two slow from the valley. The clean, 
sleepers Mulu the Rain clear and fast pace of Eraser 
Forest a
1
nd a remake of I provides a jolt of teenage 
Scare Myself. This album, punk .that is su~e to get you· 
especially the first side, is a bopping. If you l~ke~Transla­
masterpiece. The lyrics, tor before you 11 like them 
mixes, effects ans instrument again. 
playing show signs ·of great If you are in the market for 
improvement for Dolby, as he a unique and different piece 
searches for perfection. of vinal be sure to pick up The 
Frodo Records is the home Arf Arf Contemporary Music 
Sampler, Volume 1. It is a pot-
pourri of Boston bands doing 
what comes natural. There 
are some good covers by The 
Fugitives, the 2 by 4's and 
The Pink Negros. Willie 
"Loco" Alexander is also 
found on this Arf Arf record. 
It is a Boston sampler that 
should increase the demand 
for more project_s just like it. 
The Fat Boy lnte:national 
Band on Jumbo Beach 
Records sounds like a carni-
val side show. This Boston 
band's album Outside Your 
Window is more like a theatri-
cal presentation. The band's 
souna is vocally dominated 
and gives it a stage presence. 
The music is ragged and col-
lides violently with the ears, it 
is show music full of glitter 
that doesn't shine. · 
For you "Deadheads" who 
haven't had· enough, check 
:>ut Ground Zero's new 
album Off the Wall on Broken 
Records. Jerry Garcia would 
be proud of the jazzy blues 
and piano rock that these 
guys deliver. · 
Yale _____ """'----· Oregon __________ , and Minne- Documentary Short $ub- "The Right Stuff", "Silk- Two Shoes''., "Overnight 
sota Fill in the blanks. ject-:: "Flamencoat5:15", "In wood'', "Terms of Endear- Sensation". 
•tUJUIQ I JJllHI II n n JI!£ I i rr. J I . ..l. ' HI 'Ji..l l JI Hf .. f8J«in ~n!'~JJ~Jt~i~' ~s"1~ TMtilf~r~:t:~· i~~~~:!*;;:FUm - "R~~~r~d of "~~ve;e~~ \!\{~~·~ 
AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER FIFTEEN ARE: "Sewing Women", "Spaces: "Mickey's Christmas Carol", Right Stuff", "Terms of 
Len Mihalovich and Christine Tammaro The Architecture of Paul "Sound of Sunshine-Sound Endearment", "WarGames". 
There were eleven entrjes submitted for contest number Rudolph", "You Are Free (/hr of Rain", ·"Sundae in New Sound Effects Editing _ 
fifteen and four had the correct answers. Congratulations to Zent Free)". York". ~"Return of the Jedi", "The 
the winners. Film Editing - "Blue Live Action Short Film - Right Stuff". 
The answers to contest number fifteen are: Thunder", "F/ashdance ", "Boys and Girls". "Goodit~-
1. Will Rogers 
2. Dodecagon 
3. Phineas J. Whoopie 
4. Annihilus 
5. Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Iceland, and Finland. 
Editor.'s ·Note: Rule number six, which stated that all ques-
tions n~ed not be answered in order to win, has been changed, 
effective. March 1, 1984 ... In order to qualify for the· General 
Cinema passes you must answ_er all questions correctly. 
J.J.8.1 Entertainment Editor 
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; 'REALLY ROSIE' OPENS (from t. w r.J: ~kye lJumoulin (116), Eric Pegnam ('861, Jean Prall ('84), David Butler ('85), and Shari Waite ('86) 
playing games In the Children's Theatre musical opening this weekend. 
'#¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥~ 
!MUSIC SURVEY~ 
* * ~ RESULTS ~ 
* * ~ WBIM and The Comment would like to thank the student*
*body at B.S.C. for the overwhelming response to the music! ~survey last week. A wid.e range of musical t~lent was repres- * 
*'ented in the responses: punk, top 40, rock, and new wave. The * 
:+groups and individual performers that follow are listed in the ~ ~order that you chose them. Once again---thank-you. * 
*Sincerely, * 
~James Magner,'WBIM's Disc Jockey and John J. Beaton, The~ 
* Comment's Entertainment Editor * \ 
* * ! 1. The Who t 
~ 
.... 
. ·~ .7~ Mfchaer. Jack.'s6h 
: .. a. The Police 
If- 9. The Aolli ng 'Stones 
If- · . 10.Yes · . . .... * ;¥¥¥¥¥¥~~ ........................ ·······lf••••* 
THE STOR l'·BOOK MIMES (from l to r.): Kristine Glauben ('86), Kim Nolan ('86), .Margi Coutinho ('87), and Helyn Landry ('85). 
· · · · · · p II ('84) (' b ·ck~round) David8utler(''85), Karl Wiedergott('84), Sha~i Waite('llbJ,1111il 
"Cl(.JCKEN SOUP WIT!/ RICE"(from I. tor.): Jean ra , m a . • 
Skye Dumoulin· ('86) in the number from Rea~ly Rosie • 
. ''Really. 'Jl: osf." So°:.~~ Pr .~ilr?le ·King! 
r~'-\J~ . •. ~ ~ '~·" .~~":'..l J ~ :·, ·....,i. ·. : r' - •' 
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SGA NEWS 
race for the Class of 1987. then changed their votes and 
Other orders of business the motion failed. The margin 
The meeting of Tuesday, consisted of the weekly seg- is not clear, but it failed. The 
March 6, 1984 was called to ments on GER Hearings, the Senators had 24 hours to offi- Room to Rent: Large, fur- For Sale: 10 Speed Raleigh 
order at 6:08. All-College Committee, tui- cially change their vote, nished room for 2. Parking, Bike. Boy's 27" frame. Call 
First order of business was tion hikes, and Financial Aid which they took the liberty to utilities, kitchen priveleges. 697-7907 early or late. 
do. Later on Wednesday, $ k h s th the swearing in of new cuts. 40 per wee eac · ou For sale: Cleveland saxo-
u d b · s the after the votes had been c 11 238 4212 members with Chief Justice n er new usines · · d Easton. a - · phone.· Excellent condition: 
b f the Senate changed, the motion passe Patrick Menges preciding. new mem ers ° For Sale:. Kenwood 45 Watt new pads, excel lent case, 
· d t commit again, only to be vetoed by . Chief Justice Menges asked were assigne 0 - per channel stereo reciever- neckstrap and reeds .. $275 or 
J h B t d G President Paul Dobson. (I will theapprova~oftheSenatefor tees. on eaonan reg $100.Pioneer3wayspeaker bestoffer.SeeSueTiminski 
G I. · t d to refrain from any Editorial former Justice Fred Clark to e meau were appom e . system, 1 year old-$130 pair. at the Hill room 216. 
swear in the first candidate, Ways and Means Committee; comment here._) 326 4614 
Mary MCLaughll·n and John The SGA wrapped up by Call Dave at - . Roommate' needed: Female Ralph Plotke. Then Chief 
Justice Menges proceeded to Lanata to Legal Affairs; John reading off their announce- For Sale: Realistic High nonsmoker, Brockton apart-
swear in new members Beaton to Rights and Free- ments which include possi- Power Auto Stereo Cassette ment. $45 per week, 25 min-
Nadine Lucas (Assistant dom; and Ralph Plotke and ble fundings for the Earth Player with auto eject. Never utes from college. Please 
Treasurer), John Beaton Judy Henry to the Financial Science Club, Arts For All used. For under dash. Ask- contact Krissi Keenan at 
(Class of 1987), John Lanata Aid Committee. and a few other· clubs. A ing $45. Call 871-1264 584-3824. 
· T d · th' moment of silence was held b t en 5 10 pm -----------(Class of 1985) and Greg he secon ma1or ing 8 we - · · · For Sale: KRACO car stereo 
th t d d ew bus for Dr. lttig and $50 is being Gelineau (Class of 1985). a occurre un em - For Sale: Electric Guitar, with cassette player in good 
t II te sent to the Cancer Society. The minutes of the pre- iness was a move 0 a oca Memp.his LesPaul imitation, r.ond'rt1'on. $20 takes it. Call $ b t k f 1st Vice-Pre-sident Da"vid -vious meeting were appro- 1582.00 to e a en rom two double humbucking Gary at 697-5434. 
· t f d th Kutcher announced that he Ved however Secretary contingency o un 8 p1·ckups. Three way selector 
' · ' F · T c · Kul1'ck was looking into the possibil- "' d babys·1tter? Some Xena Wallen had not com- orensic earn. arne switch, good sound and -.ee a · 
pleted them. They were post- moved the motion and Mary ities of appointing George action. $150 or best offer. veeknights, weekend days poned indefinitely. McLaughlin seconded it. A Mccarron Sergeant-at- Call Gary at 697_5434. . ind/or nights. If out of walk-Nadine Lucas assisted heated debate followed and Arms. Kutcher also dis:. ing distance from the col-
TreasureJ Francisco Menes.,. lasted for more than half an cussed the possibility of a For Sale: 1973 VW Super lege, will need a ride. For 
es fn handling the Financial hour. The points of informa- garbage clean-up campaign Beetle, Good Condition, · 11ore information, leave 
Report. There is $6380.33 in tion on the debate are as fol- in the Bridgewater area with $900 or best offer. Call 580_ · 1ollr name and number for 
reserve and $37'22.84 in con- lows: The team needed extra the high school. 2730 before 5:00 p.m., 947- Jonna at The Comment 
tingency. In facilities there funding to compete in three The meeting adjourned at . 
remains $?SS. 42. more meets before the approximately 7:30 p.m. · 5867 after 6:00 p.m. For Sale: AM-FM stereo with 
National Championships. · .1 b 1 t cassette and 8-track-$250 or Under organizational lost: Large sr ver race e. best offer; manual type-
reports, David Carreiro sum- The club has risen in mem- .. <.>st somewhere in the Bur- writer-$ 25 _00; miscellane-marized the SGA elections. bership and the funds were 1ell Building. Bracelet has 
In the Assistant Treasurer needed to pay registration .entrmental value. If found, ous records,· cassettes. and 
race Nadine Lucas placed fees. The SGA has given the )lease contact Pam. at 697- 8 tracks-BIO; man's gold-
Forensic Team additional 1- · I 'bl 11 d · · tone watch, with date, brand first with 389 votes, Terry SUMMEJ;t JOB 1 · '666. (if poss1 e, ca urmg new-$40.00. Contact Lisa Miller had 129. The total funds for 14 years now and .heevening uptill 11:00p.m. Marie at 697_141 31 202 Pope number of votes cast were they, along w.ifh the Model I Car:,e Cod, Mant1a's Vine1·ard,J11d Hall. . , 
Nantucket have thou::;einds of gcod 
By Gregory Mathis 
------------ ...... 
---------------- > I I S . ~. 
I o,\e;, ~a~, 
I ~ a~ cf l~oO '>(t' l Classifieds · ~~ 
1.f.t.: $~ 
I Qq~ -L01 I eq i· L----------------------------
601 with 18 write-ins and 63 UN and Chorale Society, Wanted: Mature person to ·----~~~-Mt~~M-~Jilli~-~itiij-iti~ iJ..iiii'il~· 11· ~.;_pa.iy._ma.g;.iollbsillllaliiv_aili" ilillabllJe•· tilllo •stiluctlilellntlls -~-11!m!ie!n!\I•, n~~ro!l!c'k~t~o· ~n,., .. o~· n ... B; ,,u,ipsit~·;" ·F1 .:4&'~ sbyale6:' .F$01uor oc .. rTawgaorKRe. iyms~ 
• A Directory li5trng these jobs by 





had 203, Richard Fay had 42. issue is that if the SGA allots ar.d1obapp1ication forms. $150.00 plus utilities. For 14", $75. Concord 10-speed, 
Blank ballots numbered 45 the money to this club, then Foranimmediatecopyofthe more info call Lisa!at 580- $40 .. Call 767-3616 anytime. 
and there were 16 write-ins. other clubs will want the 1984Directory,~cnd$3.oo 1353. · ---·---------
601 votes were cast in all. For same funding in similar situa- (includes 1'>t ciass Postage anC:r For Rent: Single room, 
the class of 1985, John tions. After the debate the. hanulin£1l io: For Sale: Honda Civic CVCC Private bath, fem a~ e 
Lanata and Greg Gel'1neau motion was moved, voted on, CAPE coo su1.1MER Joa auREAu Hatchback;· '77; 4-spe13d preferred, non-smoker, 1 % 
Box594,Ao.om100 I 35 'I · 
were elected. John Beaton and passed 16-2-2. A certain sarnstabte, MA 02630 manua ; mt es per gallon. miles from campus. $35 per 
emerged as winner o.f the few individuals in the SGA Call 697-8419. · wBP.k. CAii R~7·-4~7'.i 
CTe~C-h~r'~ _ qDrll!!! ____ ] 
In tnis column1 /will present talking out student, crr the always b.ecome easier atter 
my viewpoints<on national student constantly engaged the students' know that you 
news>related to education, in fights, or the student who are an authority figure. How-
my experiences 'student never listened -to anyone. ever, if YOLtstart out nice, you 
ta.aching and. the. programs One of these students can will never be able to gain full 
which prepared me for stfP.- usually be found in every control of the class. 
den(teaching. . classroom: . Lack of. disc'ipline in bur 
By lawrenc.e Allen 
I di.d my studentteaching 
last semester and luckily, I 
surviveo. I was-assi~ned to a 
first grade a couple of towns· 
away. All education -majors 
probably know that stude·nt 
teaching ·either .makes._ or 
breaks you. Unfortunately, 
alot of· my frien~s did not 
make it because·they·dfd not 
know how .. to handle disci.; 
plinejn th.eir classroom. 
I feel that p(ior to student 
teaching, we. shoul'd be 
offered a course dealing in 
di~cipline. During our jLrnior 
semester when we. taught at 
the Burnell School.we never 
had to be concerned with dis-
cipline. We were always told 
that. the teacher would han-
dle ft for us. However, much 
to manystudentteachers dis-
-may, this became .a\ major 
problem during J/Je,J_i~s;t few 
weeks. Many of themweren't 
too sure ho·w yo handle the 
Maybe· I was one of the schools is often a common ·-
lucky ones. I had spent the · criticlsmac·ross·the country. 
pr~vious:summer working. at Perhaps iffutureteachers are 
a·· day care center . where , I taught. more · about .it,, the 
learned alot .about handling · probiem wouldn't exisf as 
.discipline. I also seemed fo much. I think :that ''BSC 
be respected a little mor.e by · should offer an optiona~ one 
all.of the students during stu- credit course fn discipline. In 
dent teaching because l was this course, student cot:Hd 
the only male teacher in the probably gain a'lot by partici.;. 
• • " . . . I 
school. patmg 1n constant role 
I wo.uld like to offer a word playi·ng. · · 
of advice to any future stu- · Maybe if such a course had 
dent teachers. You should be been offered, some of my . 
.·as ·strict as p6ssible durinq fr,iends would still be in .the 
your first few weeks. You c·an education field.- · 
SELF DEFENSE 
·coURSE 
~\ Starting Tues. March 20th 
Fred Villari Studios 
of Self D~fense 
341 B.rc:>ad -st~ (Rt~. 18) 
Bridgewater,· MA.' · 
(Just ~fter McDo~ald'si' 
Ten Week Session 
8:30-9:30 pm. 
' '69:'7:~2996 ' 
ie********:*********i( t Attention: Seniors t· 
iC ~ iC There will be1 an upcoming 'election tor 2 i( iC vacant positions: Vice President and Treas- ~ 
,~ urer. Please takethetimetovotefor a qualified '"t 
~ candidate. ; . · . """'-ic Don't forget senior portraits are due in the iC. 
-iC the Yearbook Office by April 15, 1984. You do ~ 
~ have your cap and gown don't you?? · """'-
~ What an~ YOll doing after May? iC. iC . The Career Planning and Placeme·nt Office ·~ 
i( · is of 'great assistance and guidance to get you- ~ 
·~ off to a good start. .· · · ""l' 
~ Tentat~ve Upcoming Events . iC iC Upcoming ev'ents ·include Countd.own Par- iC. iC ties,. the, Herit~ge Parade, and Senior Week ~ 
i(·. which. will include a Happy Hour, Booze :_t 
Cruise, Beach: Cookout, Farewell Party and - ""l' iC Dinner Dance.: . · . .....,. ~, Anyonewho is interested in lending a hand ~. 
~ In any way, has suggestions ·or comments is ~ welc?me to join our meetings on M.onday iC 
~.~ ~venmgs at 8:po p'. m. in the Campus Organiza- iC 
·~ t1on Room, 3rd. floor of the Student Union-or iC 
~. just.Qrop a {lote in our .maiiboxu at the Info ~.· . -
Booth. ! · "'1' 
iC We'd al~o.! like to take this opportunity to iC ~ thank .all th9se students who have helpe'd i_n * ic any way .over the pasy years .. Without your ~ 
_1.,, help, it al~ wpuld have been more difficult. We ~ 
. ~. ... look forward to ybur COf'.ltinued support. Again i( 
~. _ to all of yo~ - Th. ank You!! : · . . ,~ 
'""' * * '* * ~ 
. ~ ~Enjoy your Spring Break· and the rest of the i( . ~. semester! . . iC 
--" /:.
1
,,; , Sm~erely, ·it· 
~ i ::,~, . Cla~s o~ .. t984 Officers · . ~· 
·. ~ Cmdy, Cindy, Lenny, Diana it 
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JOIN YOUR OLYMPIANS 
AND GO FOR JOSTENS GOLD 
f THts··\\iE·E·K···1N···1 
LADIES' IOK GOLD 
ADAGIO 
MEN'S IOK GOLD CARAVEL. 
I 
: PIRG 
r By Bonnie Bowden 
. 
. 
: Many times an organiza-
: tion starts out with the best of 
: interests and with all the 
: ambition in the world. After a 
: fast start, they often fizzle 
: ou~. the red tape and or'dani-
: zat1onal prot:ems too much 
: too overcome. This is notso, 
: however, for BSC MASS-
: PIRG. After a successful first 
: year, this organization is 
: going stronger than ever. As 
: spring break is just about 
: here, this column will take a 
: look back at the first half of 
: the spring semester. 
of Judy Budnik. April was~ 
elected at last week's chapter: 
meeting and was clearly; 
~elighted with her new posi-: 
t1on. Her boundless energy: 
and ambition will be a defi-: 
nite plus for BSC PIRG. : 
Elections· were also held: 
for the positions of State: 
Board Representative and: 
alternate representative. Lori: 
Boraks will be BSC's new: 
State Board member with: 
Richard Fay serving as the: 
al-ternate. Lori will attend all: 
the State meetings with: 
a other representatives: 
Patrice Maloney and Chuck: 
Phillips in helping to deter-: 
mine the policies and guide-: 
Ii nes for Massachusetts: 
PIRG's. Richard· will attend 
al I meetings in the case that 
one of the others can not. 
See Your Jostens Representative for details of Jostens E.flsy Payment Plans. 
! Most of the, groups are 
: well-established and have 
: done research and prelimi-
: nary work on their projects. 
: One of the larger projects, 
: the Consumer Action Center 
! is nearly ready to start. This 
: particular group knows first 
: hand the meaning of "red 
: tape." They have had various 
: problems so far with obtain-
: ing equipment (such as the 
: telephones) office space and 
: a multitude of other things. 
: But, as any PIRGer will tell 
: you, persistence and deter-
: mi nation pay off. By the start 
: of the second half of the 
:semester, the Consumer 
: Action Center will be fully 
BSC PIRG will be showing 
several films on different top-
ics throughout the semester. 
Hazardous Waste will be the \ 
topic of the first in a special! 
ABC documentary, "The Kil-: 
ling Ground." Details -on : 
future films will be announ-' 
ced in this column in the 
future. 
Thursda!f & Friday, March 8 & 9 10 am. - 3 pm. 
Th us far, the first half of the 
semester has been success-
tul for BSC PIRG with the 
second half promising even 
more ·events and excitement. 
Determination and optimism: 
will continue to be two key: 
factors to BSC PIRG. ! 
~~ ]~ 
Outside Bookstore - S.U. Bldg. DEPdSIT $10.00 
: functional. 
1 
: Another PIRG change will 
: be a new chairperson. April 
! Kane was elected new chair-
: woman after the resignation · 
Place 
. . ,,.,·r·;;:r~:,~·- ~ .Y\!,~.Qplt,.J!P'.·~fc\J.\", , 
. 
. 
1osTENS IS THE OFFICIAL AWARDS SUPPLIER OF THE 1984; OLYMPIC Q\1V1ES. ~ . Lori Bo~a~s first heardabout BSC PIRG. in a class rap that[ 
: Chuch P,h1ll1ps presented to her political science class. Tired· 
I -. 
SHOE <.fr<m1 p. 3) --------------------~---------
: of .being "lazy and apathetic'' and wanting ,to join something: 
: osefu~. this junior political science major is now one of PIRG's! 
• most involved students. · 
domi.nation. Hie people wi! 
overcome. Where is the Pres-
ident anyway? 
Emp. Kutcher: We never had 
a President. I am in power 
now. With Sergeant Mccar-
ron at my side, I am 
invinciblel 
The Shoe re·ceived material: 
from newly eiected Assistant 
Treasurer Lucas. It reads as 
follows: 
Straight To The Shoa 
There once was a Senator 
who was r:nissed by the shoe, 
arrd thoug hrthe disease had 
gotten her too. And they were 
right! 
Dear Shoe, 
So sorry to hear you 
haven't received a Valentine 
f~om Carrie yet.· Perhaps this 
will do. 
I never meant to worry your 
poor I ittle "soul" about my 
absence, but now you can't 
pick on me as a Senator any-
more, .for I'm afraid once 
again another Senator (me) 
· has fallen victim to the fatal 
. disease "resignationit,is". But 
what can I say; although I was\ 
overcome with grief over 
Dave's "election itis" (even 
though I wasn't even there) I 
coulan't help but jump for joy 
when I won my election for 
Assistant Treasurer . And 
even still with·,all' my hard 
work you.didn't even .include 
nw name, ~s an April,tlope_fyl: 
I was so· disappointed a,nd 
contused! Didn't you vote in 
the election? I find it hard to 
believe you didn't see any of 
my posters, or did you want 
me to place them lower to the 
ground at a. Shoe eye-level';· 
Or perhaps yOu just weren't · 
pa y,i n g attention. Ts k, 
tsk,tsk!! 
Beware, Shoe, Chinese 
proverb say: 
·He who forgets to tie his shoe 
May end up with face inmud 
To Assistant Treasurer 
Lucas-:--we are pleased to 
hear from you but with your 
greater responsibilities the 
shoe will watch your actions 
with more scrutiny. As a mat-
ter of fact, the Shoe did vote 
'in the past e1ections. You're 
lucky.we like you or else 'your 
campaign could have been 
marred. Remember the 
Shoe's proverb: 
He who picks on the Shoe 
May find himself under our 
heels 
We would like to wish ali' of 
the SGA a happy vacation · 
and especially to our Editors . We hope al I of you remember 
·if you go away send a post-




Due tb expansion, we nee,d 15 college 
students'.. to help us run our business in 
the Southern Massachusetts area. 
We are also taking applications for our 
managerpent training school. Car 
















~ Her ardorous manner and wiflingness to become involved: 
: led to her being elected a State Board representative after only: 
: a half a semester of being a PIRG member. She ha.s also been: 
' : an active participant in· helping to establish the Consumer: 
: Action· Center. : 
: BSC Pl RG's dedication and organiz~tion were two of the: 
~ qual_ities that especially attracted Lori to the group. It also: 
: reminded her of the students of the '60s who cared about the: 
: state of the society as opposed to the '70s "me" generation:: 
! "I think PIRG is worthwhile· becaL,1se it helps consumers in: 
: general, not just students." Lori said. "It speaks for a general: 
: population, not just a specific segment." : 
: Lori has already prover.I she is a capable ·and determined: 
: PIRGer and combined with her friendliness, she should: 
! accomplish the goal she has set for herself. ! 
:. What is that goal? "I hope people will remember me fo~ 
: getting something accomplished!" We are certain she will: 






By L'1wrence Allen include personnel recruit- registration fee, and a room 
· ! · ment where you will have the deposit. It is possible to 
Atfention special educa- chance to intervi.ew on site; ·.reserve eJther a single,· dou-
tion/ majors! The .. Council for for jobs th roughoutthe coun- ble, or triple room. Optional 
Exc~ptional Children (CEC) try. This is also a great oppor- sight-seeing tours will also 
will! be holding their 62nd tµnity for interested juniors ,be offered. Already,. seven-
anrlual convention during who could establish contact teen students from .SSC are 
Aptil :23-27 .. This· is a great With,administrators for future planning on attending. 
opportunity which special jobs, along with gaining more Don't . miss this great 1 
education majors .should · knowledge. about ·special opportunity! For more infor-
COl'.'Sider. This year's cbnven- education. · mation and pre-registration 
tio.n will include over 500 pro- ·This year the conference is materials, please see Dr. Bal-
fessional. sessions, work- being held in Washington cir.ate in the Burrill Ave. Build-
stlrops, films, an_d an exhibit D.C .. at the new Conver:itio-n ing as soon as possible. The. 
show with the !~test instruc- Center. According Jo Dr. deadline for pre""'.registration 
tionaf materials, textbooks Tracy Baldrate, the total cost is March 26, 1984 so please 
and/ equipment for special .ofthetripis$150.00.Th~~oi;t hurry! 
education. Most impprtan.t Qf includes bus. fransporta:Hof1\' · ,....: '·*:·. ,*> ~*·· . 
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TORRY (from p. 2)1 __________ .,_..;,. _____ ....__ 
our Associate Degrees from 
Massasoit. Torry was going 
to major in Social Work and I 
was going to major in Psy-
chology. Torry was a semes-
ter ahead and graduated 
from Massasoit in June 1982. 
That summer, Torry had a 
massive stroke that left her 
paralyzed on one side. We 
kept in touch and in January 
of 1983, Torry and I entered 
Bridgewater State College. 
Things were difficult for 
Torry , she was in a wheel 
chair and was in a lot of pain. 
She never complained, she 
always had a smile and 
friendly greet1ng for all who 
approached hor, and she was 
a good student. Torry was a 
kind and gentle person who 
loved life. She touched the 
lives of those who knew her, 
and loved her. All these 
thoughts went through my 
mind as I sat reading her 
obituary. 
semester began. She told me 
she was going into the hospi-
tal and would not be coming 
back to school. I said "then I'll 
see you next semester". 
Torry paused, "I don't know 
Rachel, I'm awfully tired." I 
knew she would not be back, 
I had a gut feeling. 
Torry demonstrated wtlat 
determination and courage 
can do. Thatjt is the quality of 
life not the quantity that 
counts. I am so grateful to 
have been her~friend. 
Rachel S. Cooper 







The last Ume I spoke to 
Torry was riQht before this ·r, 
~e.i:=-~<:::i-~dl-is.i=-e~.edl.e..!=.~~.~.i:=.~.e=.is.i:.~~~•i;s.i:l-~.i:l-~;,i--.i;s;i=.~~:i=-~:i=-~~: "-1 f' ':_ 
~ . In Loving Memory K ~ ;: 
D.L.Q.!! 
(as seen in the Rat) 
i . c Tickets· go on sale after March Break! 
l ~ftj~°' ,. Victori~ ~~~~~:4.Gibson t)~~~ l ~''""8::;;.... 
~ . I Think Continually Of Those , f 
\'l ., 8 ~~~~:::::::::::::::===========~~~~ q . \'l I think continually of those who were truly great. ~ f Who, from the womb, remembered the soul's history ~ 
o T~oughcorridom~lightwhera~ehou~arasun~ 0 CANDIDATES(hom ~ 1)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ Endless And singing. Whose lovely ambition ~ 
~ Was that their lips, still touched with· fire, \) 
€ Should tell the spirit cloth.ed from head to foot in sony. « fi And who hoarded from the spring branches o 
o The desires falling across their bodies like b/osso.ms. ~ ~ c 
o What is precious is never to forget 1J 
' The. delight of the blood drawn from ageless springs i 
O
D Nor its grave evening demand for love_; C 
fJ Never to allow gradually the traffic to smother g 
« With noise and tog the flowering of the spirit. · d 
~ Near the snO-w, near the sun, in the highest fields ~ 
o See how these names are feted by the waving grass, \l {\ ' g ~ And by the streamers of white cloud, v 
' And whispers of wind in the listening sky; ' g The names of those who in their lives fought for life, ~ 
« Who wore at their hearts the fire's center. 0 
Born of the sun they traveled a short while towards the sun, \)' i And left the vivid air signed with their honor. '~ 
~ ,q 
o ·. . . -Stephen Spender ~ !~~e~e.e=.ee:i.edl.e~e~.e~~.i:l-r:>.t=.i;:i&l$.~4:$.~..!=.l';)~.e~.e.a:i.~4=.i;s.t=.l;')..!=.1;S.i::l.~..!D.~..!D.~ 
Catholic Center·· 
Conference 
By Meg.Snow munity through the building 
itself and ourselves." 
Leaders of Catholic cam- The main concern and 
pus. ministries from several ·challenge to Sr. Jo-Ann is to 
Massachusetts colleges met "be with people, being pres-
last wsek. at the Catholic ent to the·m and sensitive to 
Center to discuss their pro- their needs." She thinks that· 
grams in relation to the com- the relationship between the 
munities that they serve. · _center and the community is 
Father Joseph McNamara good, butonE!that is"difficult 
and Sister Jo-Ann Viellette ta maintain." She sees the 
introduced,.Jhe .center to the p·µrpose , of the center o.r1 
group. Citing.it as a "sharing. ·campus as helping to "facili-
center"1 Fr. McNamara said tate and create a culture that 
.and now serves on the Ways 
and Means Committee, feels 
that in order to do the excep-
tional job that she knows she 
can do, she "wants to be able 
to learn how to work with the 
,c;:1' 
SGA) do.budgets, I can allo ... 
cate the money wisely ... " 
Lucas, when speaking on 
the actual running of the 
elections, spoke for all the 
election wi·nners. She 
thought that the elections 
were well run and extremely 
fair, plus she (and the others) 
received no personal, orany 
for that matter, harassment. 
Lucas would again like to 
thank all of the voters for 
turning out, especially to 
those who stuck by her 
through her "dragged~out" 
campaign (what she is refer-
ring to is fact that she has run 
for many offices and some 
voters were becoming con-
fused). Also she would like to 
thank the first election com-
mittee (''they all know who 
they are") and Tina Maharris 
for hercampaign .slogan. 
John Beaton, who won 
over Chris Cline by a narrow 
margin, wanted first to thank 
all of. those who voted for 
him: "I'd like ti) thank all 
freshmen students-it was, 
according to David Carreiro, 
a very good freshmen tur-. 
nout. I would also like to 
thank Nadine Lucas for her 
good campaign ideas and 
Laura Donahue, who 
assisted me in my door to 
door campaigr,i." 
Beaton, along with his 
Ways and Means Committee 
and the Rights and Freedoms 
Committee. "I am not sure of 
what they (the committees} 
entail because I was just 
appointed to them. Mostly, 1 
am working for the Class of 
i987." 
Beaton may be reached 
during his office hours, 
which are posted atthe SGA 
office,- third floor Student 
Union. 
During a rather hectic 
interview, John Lan at a 
(Senator, Class of 1985), 
Gregory Paul Gelineau 
(Senator, Class of. 1985} and 
Ralph Plotke (Senator-at-
Large)· all seemed· to voice 
the same opinions. Lanatp,, 
who was "extremely grateful 
for being given the opportun-
ity to serve the Class of i 985 
and the community at large", 
is hoping to make the Class 
of 'Sq the best class SSC has 
ever seen. Lanata may' be 
reached at 220 Scott Hall and 
more than welcomes anyone 
to come up to -talk and ask 
questions. 
Ralph Plotke and Gr.€g 
Gelineau, who happen to be 
roomates, also want to 
express their pteasu re at win-
ning the erections and stress 
the fact that they wish to do 
the best job possible. Geli-
neau, who is on the Ways and 
¥,~ans Committee, has just 
10egun but he wants to "work 
with SGA students and help 
on issues concerning the 
entire student qody, espe-
. cial fy the Class of 1985." 
Plotke, who is on the: 
Financial Aid Committee. 
would like to be on the Way~; 
and Means Committee (All 
committee members am 
appointed by First Vice-· 
President David Kutcher). He 
would like to thank the SGA 
and the entire student body 
for their support. Both Plotke 
and Gelineau may be 
reached at 209 Scott Hall, 
697-1628. They welcome stu-
dents' questions. 
It is nice to hear about a 
good voter turnout and a 
well-run . etection. Hopefully 
this trend will continue and 
maybe the students might 
become more interested i_n 
their own government. 
ALTERATIONS 
SEWING * MENDING 
Hagen 697 - 8875 
Call after 10 a.m. 
that it was 11beautiful for three is . supportive, challenging, 
reasons", these beir:lg that it criticizing and holding of a gram oriented, not commun- achievement of "ttie sha.ring ,interacts with the college 
contributes to, the identity it person until it is time for them ity oriented" as its student · center." 'comm t..i n ity through its 
helps the students discover to move on. Weare pre.sent to population was so big and areas in which they could Children's Liturgies, retreats, 
and share, and the opportun--· a person on .. a journey in · otherwise occupied with jobs expand .was allowed. ·- marriage and confirmation 
ity for. worship. progress." · and other factors. He also A gre~t variety of colleges classes. It also serves as a 
A great deal of emphasis The presentation of a chart said _that he sees the minis- were represented (state, pri- place whern people can drop 
was placed on the center as that centered on . the three try's'role on campµs.~s one of vate, and Catholic). Most of in for a cup of coffee or if they 
being "the place'"· 'What major outgrowths of the cen- "healir:ig t.he wourlds thatthe these colleges do no thavf? a are in . need of someone to 
mood is to person, climate is ter (learning, worship, iden- college inflicts." cerher like tfle one here at talk to. It reaches people on a 
to community," said Fr. tity) was the focus of the The .scope of the Catt)olic Bridgewater. T~ey operate spiritual, social , and per-
McNamara, adding that "the meeting.The chart explained Center her at BSC doesn't out of one or two small offj- sonal level. Its outreach' is 
center offers a climate ... a these three concentrations reach to far borders but the ces and many do not have a people oriented. 
mode of personal presence.". and how the center works to individual and community chapel. Liturgies. are some- ··A representative from Bos-
Sr. Jo-Ann echoed th(s feel- help fill in the needs ,of the growth that it fost~rs can be .time:s c~lebrated in dorms or ton College said that its grea-
·n}P:9 ... ,eiXP;la,i,nj!J~, th~t.'.;th~,f.~n-.~·· .. commuqity: io-th~se.arefl.$.. An,, .. carried .outwar9.~ .~Y t~~ ,stu- auqi~on~n;.s_ or .. ?nY.. ; ~p~ce . Jest cballenge_ w.as .. ~'to reach 
01 
t~f1 :,.nM·: ·~-':;«':;}J~·rs.~~.9·11i~.~ed~:.:.~ PP.PortuDJW.if.9ir).tJ~::9!4~~!s tcYJiidents~anQ.:·tt:i,~J:§lMqf:th~;fpm-.~;·.t~,~~,,.i;~ ;;wA~! 1?PJ~~·, .'',; FF-.:i _:,•:the students~.'. He1wer;\t•-0ri to pers<wal1ty .. 8fi-t;W o.~h.' i ·~nd.;n:d1~Guss1 =t.t;l~1r::~~~rl: p,~r;O;QJ~msru•Tin.n1itY·?s.:1th~:YrIBR¥.~ on.:,,And-... ~The c~n.t~.r f:lere ~Uh_~.col · say· that their aim was "'pro-
that'JY«t .. r~l'!te. ~~th.~h~. 99m-.. r; in •:compa.rts,011 ._ar:i.d;: !Q:1JindL '. :thi:s. frriYits.eLt·:;~s .. ?'.;P~.r,p9s,eful l~g~ c9ntr1v~tes,.mHc.h, ;._and ... , ; . • .. . _. _; , .. ,,.. . . ... ., . 
,,..._. ;t;.,,.,,, .... ,..~ 1~ 1~t...Ji; 1-.J•1rr"\ :'>~•:·." · ' 
Thursday, March 8, 1984 The Comment ·11 
. BALDWIN (from p. 1) __ ...::._-----------------------------
have inspired you to write? tar reason that stood out that Europe ... of mankind, really. of the tribe. All that I had to gains we thought we had 
Baldwin: There I'm on safe caused you to leave the Uni- Paris was a city on bicycles, learn in the very beginning is made in the sixties bring us 
ground because they're all ted States? everything was rationeq. that you cannot accept as back to the- era of Recon-
dead. Mostly. Henry James, Baldwin: There were a Frankfurt was in rubble, so your frame of reference the struction after the Civil War. 
Charles Dickens, when I was number of reasons that cul- was Cologne: all of Europe so-called "white-man's imag- It's a very simple matter, 
very young. The truth, is the minated finally when I was was indescribably trying to ination". I spent years, for really, the Emancipation 
first book I ever read was twenty-fouryearsold,anage get back on its feet. Into that example,tryingjustnottoact Proclamation was used 
Uncle Tom's Cabin; it was where one can be fairly chao- inferno, and for the first time like a nigger, according to somehow to stabilize the 
kind of an extra-literary event tic. I was in a kind of limbo. in the European imagination, what somebody else's defini- south; it had nothing to do 
for me because I was trying to And those problems coa- came the Black American in tion of what a nigger was. It with the freeing of the slaves. 
find out something. It was a lesced around my color-- the form of the Black Ameri- eventually occurred- to me Once the south and the north 
very important book for me. the problem of identity. The can G.I. Until then, Europe that no matter what I did, had resolved their family 
It's very hard tor a w·riter to problem of trying to manipu- had only heard or knew of the whatever or however rudely I quarrel, they united to put the 
talk about writing in that way. late the space around me; I Black American by/ way of did it, and no matter where I black man in a worse slavery 
Richard Wright was very didn't have any space as a Josephine Baker .who was a did it, I would be acting like a than he had been before. And 
important to me. He also is helpless Black American great lady and a great artist, nfgger because I . was a in every generation, segrega-
dead. Langston Hughes is boy, really--and what little· and Louis Armstrong, a great nigger... tion had allowed White Amer-. 
very importan:tto me. He, too, space I had I simply ran out man·. and a great artist. That Comment: According to a icans to produce upon every 
is dead. It's a kind of mosaic of. There was no way for me was all that Europe knew white society. How did you street corner the only black 
when the writer himself has to maneuver any longer about blacks ·except those deal with that frustration? person they wanted to see. 
to think about it...it exists where I was. I .didn'r know dreadful movies made in Hol- Baldwin: You simply have to Debasement is debasement. 
finally, whether the writer is what would happen to me in lywpod so that the black G.I. observe that the person who That is the history of this 
living or dead. It exists for Paris, but I knew what was was a kind of revelation for is describing you is defend- country's nation of black 
.another writer on a level of going to happen to me here. Europe, an exotic revelation. ing himself against some- people and it has not 
intimacy which is very diffi- Comment: Where do you But it did not take me very thing; or, to put it in another improved. "it has gotten 
cult to describe. I never met consider home, France or the long, maybe a year or·two way, one of the first things a worse. 
Henry James, or Charles United States? years, to recognize th~t the writer learns almost at once Comment: In the sixties the 
Dickens, obviously. I knew Baldwin: Well, the U.S. is my color wheel ih Paris is differ- (and people aren't going to" Jim Crow laws were still in 
Richard Wright mainly as a home. ·America, because ent from .here. That is, the understand this about a wri- effect, and to me it's shocking 
"younger brother", or possi- that's where I was born, and Algerians in France, the ter), is to never listen to what to learn that the kindl of 
bly, even a son. They were all that's. where I come from. I Indonesian, the Moroccan, peopl·e are saying, but listen society I've grown up with 
very important to me in a belong to this, an.d I always who is, was, and still is, the to what they are not saying. was, and is still, capable of 
sensethattheybegantoform will and there's no point try-. peculiar scapegoat, the And if you listen to a White ~his kind of behavior. 
me. But, given my situation, l-;::::=====================================;-18aldwin: 1 understand you 
given my color in this coun- · \'ery well. 1 don't want-to 
try, the people who I most sound like a pessimist--a 
depended on when l was very pessimist is always a kind ot 
young were musicians, who liar. The signs have come 
were really my models. :town, but the spirit hasn't 
Comment: Such as? altered. 
Baldwin: Kenny Clarke, Billie Com111ent: What is your out~ 
Holiday, Josh White; all those look on the. arms build-up 
people who used to play in and nuclear weapons? 
the "cafe society" downtown Baldwin: 1 think, frankly, that 
in 1945 when I was a waiter. it is unforgivable. There's not 
Later, Charlie Parker, Miles a word for it really. 1 think it's 
·-Davis, Max Roache, Buq monstrous that one can con-
Powell. sider such an arms build-up, 
Comment: How have the past such an expenditure of 
four years pf the Reagan numan ene..-g'f. /\f\d our 
· ad mini strati on affected money,. :if5t 1 ;ti~a,l1~ty41h~i:W'".''°''g)-:~~;:;.,c.x blacks in America today? money, being· spent'inorder 
Baldwin: I'm being very care- to mount a system of arms 
ful when I say this, but I don't that if we use, can only be. 
think he's ever heard of either used once. To really speak 
blacks or civil rights. I do not seriously about the annihila-
know what his advisors tell tion of mankind, because that 
him, or what century he lives is what it is; to talk about 
in, or for that matter, what "overkill" or "underkill", or 
country. that we should "prevail"; 
Comment: Do you enjoy there i~ra word for that.when 
teaching? I ask that because the world, the globe, is full of 
back in November at the starving people (including 
John F. Kennedy library you for that matter, you and me) it 
referred to yourself as a "wri- is the height of an unpresi-
ter in captiviti'. By saying dented immorality. It has 
that do you mean that teach- nothing to do with reaiity, it is 
ing takes away from your PHOTO: ED DONAHUE a 0 repudiation of the human 
writing time·? responsibility: "each for the 
Baldwin: It certainly does ing to escape it But France "nigger", one might say, of American that way, they're other". 
take away from your writing was very important to me France. I was just one of the .never tai king about you, Comment: That's why a lot of 
time, but you wouldn't be because it allowed me to ·"Les Miserables'.' and the they're talking about them- people· are wondering, with 
able to do it if you didn't care escape--no, not "escape", French didn't care one way or selves, and once you know the elections coming up, who 
about the students. After al I, I that's not quite the word-- another about me because 1 that you walk out of their defi- would be the person in the 
agreed to do it, and I was to "reconsider" some of the was not therr responsibility. If nitions. They're trapped, not White House to besttake care 
making a joke when I said shackles; the reality with I came to their 'attention in me. of this atrocity. Who would 
"writer in captivity", bec.ause which I'd been born (to) some peculiar way and they Comment: Since the advent you like to see sitting Jn the 
there you are, on the campus, could be examined from the had trouble with me, they of the Civil Rights Movement, Oval office in 1985? 
and students are carnivorous other side of the ocean. And didn't have to worry about how have things, in general, Baldwin: There you got me. I 
and they have every right to _ once I could see my .country me--they'd ship me home. improved for the Black Amer-. won't say John Brown. I don't 
from another perspective, But if I had been a Moroccan, ican? What would you say are k I'm a man of a certain 
be. ·· 11 · A.I · lndone th a1·or advancements now, Comment: Most people refer and once I was not actua Y an genan, or an. - e m . . age; I've lived through_ so 
to you as a ·leader and spo- twenty-four hours of every sian, I'd have a very different made by the movement? many American presidents, 
kesman for the· Civil rights day menaced by it-:__a life story to .tell. . Baldwin: You've put me in a miraculously enough, and 
movement, yet you call your- and death matter-,~once I Comment: It has been said kind of trick-back, but the plan to live through the next -
self a "witness". Why is that? could breathe, take a deep that your works dealwith the only honest answer is that the one too. McGovern. 
Baldwin: Well, it's because 1 breath, I could begin to see sense of frustration and people who think of them-
don't think of myself as a what happened to my coun- ·hopelessoess a Black Ameri- selves as White Americans, 
spokesman--! never did, try and to me, and began to can faces when trying to wh?se history is much n:ore-~'"'·, Unfortunately, Mr. Baldwin 
and certainly not as a leader. I be reconciled to my own his-: accept a white society. What cu nous than that, consider was unable to give me his 
worked with Malcom x, Mar- . tory and to our history. ·have you advocated in the out of~ c?mplex of reaso.ns, reasons for wanting to see 
tin Luther King, and many comment:How would you past as means for Blacks to the ,_pr1~c1ple reason bein,g McGovern in the Oval office. 
other people: That was w_hen compare racism in France rise above this situation? In the. avo1d~nce .of why hes as we had run out of time. 
1 called myself a "witness" with racism in the. United other words, your advice to white and w~y d1.d I h~ve to be During his lecture, however, 
because 1 came into what we States? blacks back in 1954, would it · black. Co~s1der m this land of he elaborated on his choice 
now call the "movement" as a Baldwin: . When ·I got to be the same as in '1984? ,opportunity, of~so forth a~d by stating that McGovern 
reporter. My role was to try France in 1948, you must Baldwin: The only thing I what~ot; that .. the White was ''intelligent and the only 
and get the story. That way, I rememberitwasjustafterthe learned from my life, really, American has given the Black candidate living in this 
coufd write down what was second World War and that of course extrapolates American as mu~h as. he decade". Whatever the rea-
going on and get it published. Paris--all of Europe-:-- into, hopefully, otper lives; d~serves an.d possibly a litt~e son, the entire college com-
Commenf:. Why. -did you was in a desperate situation, I'm the oldest of nine child- bl~ more, and has wash~? h1.s: m·unlty enjo'yed. ,listening to·· 
. initially leave the country in · recovering' frOm one of the ren, which is-vsry Jmportant ~ands ?f, the matt~r. Aff1rm1- · thi~ Otascin~ting individual 








An unwanted pregnancy can 




. HOURS •3:00 - 7:00 p.m. 
MARCH 
Every Tues. & Thurs 
· 3 - 7 pm. 
•.-~-...-..--..• -. - ....... '.. sayoverwhatyourbodyis 
' ~ . ·' doing. But you do have a say. 
llllllJll .. lllll\11111~.,llll'll"~l'IJlll"""~pl.'1!1fm\'B1'11"!'1!'~~~~~1«11f1R\'1111~~PY'°~'u~gu~~~u~i~&~ CAREER FASHlON MFG.... want to do about it. Call today. 
During 
Spring Break 
(for this semester) 
Will be dispersed in Boyden Hall on 
-Friday, March 9, 1984at10 a .. m. All 
students mu~t present a valid l.D. 
card. · · 
.*****************-1t** 
EPITORIAL (from p. 1)---------------
voice their opinions to the 
State ·Legislatures. All stu-
dents are strongly urged t,o 
contact their local represen~ 
tatives and make· their feel;. 
ings heard. This Issue is 
crucial to the future of s.tu-
dent involvement in the gov-
emance process. If the 
funding bill goes through 
unopposed, the faculty· will 
take even more liberty in the 
future with student represen-
tation on the committees. 
Stand up your your rights 
now, ~efore.it's too late! 




To Get Involved! 
By __ ~att. Peter Donoghue 
. least twenty-four hours prior 
to this meeting. · 
THE BOARD OF RE- Students who need more 
GENTS has informed the information on, interested in 
Bridgewater S.G.A. that stu- speaking at; or attending th.is 
· dents. who wish to express meeting; are also asked to 
their views on the proposed contact BSC .State Colleg~ 
12 to 15 % increase in tuition Co-ordinator Jack Murray, or 
at Massachusetts State Col- SGA 2nd Vice President Car-
leges and ·Universities, rie kulick, SGA- Secretary 
should write a letter to the Xena Wallin, or Senator Beth 
Board requesting time on the O'Connelt in the SGA Office" 
Agenda at their meeting on on the 3rd Floor of the Std-
Tuesday, March 13th, which dent Union Building (Ext. 
is being held at theiro.ffice in 2167 or 2168) by Friday, 
The McCormack Building, March 9. · 
One As~burton Place, Bos-;;~· You can't afford not to get 
ton, MA. involved! 
Letters must be received at · 
f seeks part-time fit model. No: t _ Because some things are too 
t · M b t important to be left to your body. experience necessary. . ust e . Preterm. 738-6210. 
· size 8 . Height 5'6" to 5'7". For t interview appointment: call Valerie, t t 9 am.-2:30 pm. · t 
t 617-824-8625 t 
. a Whittenton Garment · & 
f 437 Whittenton St. f 
l . ~ Taunton, Mass. · l _, ________ , 
~eterm 
The most experienced 
reproductive health care center 
'' in the Northeast. 
1842 BeacO"n Street 
Brookline, MA 02146 
A licensed non-profit health care facili:; 
Teen Counseling Se Habra E~µai10! 
GRADUATING SOON? 
Please call S.G.A. 
for appointment 
PLACE: S.G.A. OFFICE 
or COUNCIL CHAMBERS 
TO ALL B.S.C. STUDENTS: 




Ask Peoce Corps voluntE,:"ers why t~eir ingenuity ~nd flexib!lity 
ore as vital as their degrees. They II tell you they ore helping 
the world's poorest peoples attain _self sufficiency in the areas 
of food production, energy conservation, e~ucation, economic 
development and health services. And they II tell you about 
the rewards of hands on career experience overseas. They'IJ 
tell you it's the toughest job you'll ever love. 
_PEACE·CORPS 
SENIOR INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED ON 
APRIL 10, FRbM 9:00 TO 3~00 IN THE OFFICE 
OF CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT. 
PEACE CORPS, Room 1405, McCormack POCH, 







* * * 
ARIES(March 21-April 20): 
You are a fun loving fire sign 
who enjoys abusing small 
animals and takif)g motion 
pictures of manic depres-
sives on Valium. Midterms 
·.Thursday,· Mar-ch·8,· 1984 
* 
. are a tough time for you; give . 
CANCER(June 22-July 23} . *up fantasies of Michael Jack- TAURUS(Apnl 21-May 21): 
A bad month for the .water son and concentrated on *Earth sign Taurus is a true 
sign; stay out of the ram and your crib notes. Lucky color maste~ of bull. This is a con-
absolutely do not tell your is puce. servat1ve month for you; 
·The·Coinment 
* 
bro_th~r that 'yo~ sold. the * forget th~ ween lipstick and 




* set on the street. Avoid driv- * lt Moon is void of course until Jf-
AQU~RIUS(Jan: 21:Feb.19_>: ing on the left si~e of the the 16th; go .withou~ yogurt PISCES( Feb. 20-March 20): 
Best bet for air signs this *road. Lucky color 1s maho- and Kool-A1d until then. *stress affects gentle Pisces 
month is to stay home and gany but it won't.do you any Lucky color is_ olaid. this month, and you find 
watch for reruns of "Rust- good. Stay under the bed. *. -..L._, yourself wanting to drape 
proofing With the Stars". * ...,... * spaghetti over your ears and 
Romance is not in the cards, sing "The Star Spangled 
for you, so instead of the bar _....,, Banner" in German in front of 
scehe check out the Domes- """ * )If. * the Worcester Centrum 
· tic Cattle show at the Hynes ""' ~ before ·the Van Halen con-
Auditorium. Buy used staples ~ cert. Take a well-deserved 
in large·_ quantities; a sure .lit. * vacation--Akron is beautiful 
investment. Answer ev~ry -,- lt- tliJs ;time of year. Ignore 
third question on your mid- detours when driving, and 
terms "true" and donate yo~r * * * start driving as though you 
"Reuben Askew .for Pres1- -¥ are in a video game. Pedes-
dent" T-shirts. to a needy __...... trian bowling is amusing after 
cause. Make the scene th!s ~ the 12th. Teach your plants a 
mor•th in dashing electric · "1< lt foreign language. You'll be 
blue: if you feel daring dress * ...&... stunning in fluorescent gray. 
LP your outfits with see- * * ~ Take a garden hose to lunch. 
through ties. * 
ic ~ . * lf- CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 
VIRGO(Aug. 24-Sapt. 23): lf- * 20): Go ahead, make some-
Stop putting off joining the }If- one's day and tie their shoe-
Scruffy the Cat fan club; do it ...&... I.aces to the BAT bus. And get 
now! and do sell your crayon ...,..- a job, a real job. Use your 
collection--prices will never ~- earth sign dynamism to 
be higher. You will be ~ attract cast members from 
dynamic an'd inspiring * Michael Jackson's "Thriller"; 
through the 15th, but earth a new lover may surface, just 
signs should beware of tele- ...l.. ........_ follow your nose. Watch your 
phones and dictionaries; ~ ...,... TV but don't turn it on. Find 
they have· negative impacts * success discussing 18th cen-
for you. Stay in the closet. If * tury history with a Mongo-
you must venture out after laid. You're a hit in salmon 
the 16th, wear melon as your * ._ this month. · 
f ucky color. -'1c * * * * ~ . -\' * , LEO(July 24-Aug. 23): March 
GEMINI( May 22-Jl'.me 21 ): * ,...... :lt \s the month \o~ the ~ires\9ns, 
Ignore the fashion ·pages; ·, -'f· -tc '. ·, and//ill:s J,~ th~.1flon'~ month/ff: 
you already know when it's particular. B'!t don tgetnear 
cool to wear socks that don't ~ • . . · . · . ,,._any water signs, _and. don't 
,match. Impress loved o.nes ·sAGITARIUS(Nov'. 23-Dec. ¥ * SCORPl~(Oct. 24-~ov. 22). ·buy photographs of Larry c 
with your handivvork:. tape* 21 }: Cheat on your tax , Wate.r s1~n Scorpio, your Bird· from men in trench-
to ether pages from Cosmo- returns; play Megabucks and passion ts . your . greatest coats. Check your attic; you po~itan to make a bedspread. use the first two ~umbers of .Jf as~et, especially this month. could strike it lucky and find 









· your underwear size, a ra~- * you II use .1t to your bestJf- to give them a birthday party. 
dom P!3Qe number from t~1s advantage in locker rooms Color to go forit in: mulberry. 
* 
month's National Geogra- and phone booths. But stay 
phic, and the number of dead * cool after the 15th--stay in 
animals you saw on the road LIBRA( Sept. 24-0ct. 23): and ·watch Bugs·sunny rer-
an the way to school this Co.nservative Libra, yo.ur iicuns and untangle your cari-
morning. Start taking "Cha- · planetary ruler ·is Venus, and bou hair collection. Avoid 
risma the Michael Jackson both your sign and your ruler ordering french fries a la 
Way" classes and ignore sub- govern the internal reproduc- mode or dr,inks that you have 
liminal messages youimight tive system. Take lots of to teach the bartender how to 
be seeing on your TV. Lucky Vitamin E and pray a lot. Plan make. Most magnetic near 
color: fuschia. for a healthful Spring by steel. 
walking in acid rain puddles 
* 
* 
and putting horseraddish in .. 
your underwear. Attract a 
new lover by wearing your 
.. underwear on the outside, 
particularly i.f it is lucky color 
lav~nder. Not a good month 
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Sports 
.,. .-.·.·········································································································"·······················v·····················································-.··································-. 
Lady Bea.rs Bow Out E 
Lose to -E. Conn.; Future Optimistic 
By Joe Gouveia 
The women's basketball 
team went on to the Regional 
NCAA T ou_rnament last Fri-
day against Eastern Connec-
ticut.-The girls lost, 54-48, but· 
at the same time went further 
into post season play than 
anyone would have predict-
L6oking to 
Next Year 
ed.~ what to expect." 
At the end of the first half, O'Connell was top scorer 
B.S.C. was up 25-22. It was a with 12 points, following was 
very defensive half, accord- Baker with 10 and Collicuit 
ing to Laurie O'Connell, "I with 9. With 11 minutes into 
think we were really intense the second half, Baker fouled 
on defense, we did play as out. Many team members 
hard as we could." believe they could have won 
This shows, as B.S.C. out if not for this tact. Callicutt 
rebounded E.. Conn. 34 to 21. also had sprained her ankle 
The girl Bears were also up in her last B.S.C. game. 
on turnovers, 24-20. One fan "She (Collicutt)was a great 
described the second half as. captain. She doesn't realize 
"B.S.C. was stealing the ball how valuable she was to the 
all over the place!." However, team," states Baker. 
E. Conn. outscored B.S.C. in Jody Callicutt put her 
the second half 32-23. optimistic views best when 
_ According to Laurie O'Con- she said, ''The playoffs were 
-1" nell, B.S.C. played it's most disappointing but we played 
* defensive game in the very well and it was a very 
remaining 3 minutes, domi- good weekend. The younger 
nating the tempo. kids got that ·type of expe-
lt was a teamwork effort rience and it strengthened 
put on by the lady Bears. them. Next year they'll go just 
Individuals dtdn't stand out, as far .if npt furtne.r<'. •••••••••••••••••···-,···~·'·"•· ·!lS.:···if!J>·:·"''·iei"~e 9r11s·foss, tney~ 
definitely did some morale 
Collicut jumps over E. Conn. for two points. 
O'Connell added, "It just 
wasn't meant to be this year." 
Cathy Baker added, "Their 
size difference-just killed us. 
We weren't outplayed, it was 
just who had more expe-
rience." Baker elaborated on 
this, "Only five of us knew 
boosting here on campus. 
They didn't lose, but won if 
anything. They made the 
playoffs against all odds. 
Next year should prove to be 
a very interesting season. 
Hope to see you then! 
Swim Tean1 Breaks Records 
B.S.C. swimming had 
some its finesthours this past 
weekend as the men scored a· 
team . record of 68 points at 
the 65th New England Inter-
collegiate Swimming Associ-
ation Championships at 
,Springfield College. The 
Bears sereightteam records 
and earned seven medals, 
along with mariy career-best 
performances at the Linklet-
ter Natorium, and placed 
17th out of 31 teams from all 
three NCAA divisions. 
In addition, Rich Sarson 
qualified for the NCAA'.s in 
the 1650 Freestyle, and Brian 
O'Neil qualified in the 100 
Butterfly. They· will compete 
at Emory University in 
Atlanta, Georgia, March 15-
17.. . 
The Bears began the meet 
with Sar:son taking fourth 
place in the 1650, ·with a time 
of 16:48.41. Sarson setB.S.C. 
records in the. 500 (4:56.29) 
and the. 1,000 (10:03.47)' 
enroute. His record smashed 
Mike Piazza's old record of 
18:03 by 1 :45, and. he is the 
highest New England place 
winner in B.S.C. history. 
Will Cheney and Ken Ber-
nard competed in the gruel-
ing 400-yard individual 
medley, w1tr:i Cher1ey turning . Butterfly, then re-set the 
Jn his best 'time (5:03.38).. In .B.S.C. record with a52.39, for 
the 800 Freestyle relay, Greg 7th place, winning the conso-
Cook set a team record of lation final. Will Cheney 
1 :46.17 in the lead-off (200 tu'rned in his career best of 
free), followed by Bria_n l:tJ2 .. 39 in the same event, 
O'Neil (1 :49.17),. Sarson while _Ken Bernard narrowly 
(1 :47.95), and Mike. Piazza missed the team record with 
(1:51.51 ). T...t1e Sears placed a 1:04.75 in the 100. Breast · 
.8th at 1:16.8 - a new record. Stroke. 
Greg Cook, Ken Bernard, In the final event, B.S.C.'s 
Will Cheney and Mike Piazza· 400-yard Freestyle tear:n of 
competed in the 50 Free, 200 Sarson, ·O'Neil, Piazza and 
Breast, and 200 Freestyle, Cook smashed the team 
and all but Coo.k did their per"'.. record with a 3:18~09, qUalify-
sonaLbest times. Divers Mark ing first in the pre-
Hayes and Sean Marshall conso!ation final. In the final, 
competed in both' low and they dropped to a3:17 .. 3, with 
high board events, but their Sarson (49.71 }, O'Neil 
competition was fierce. Brian (49.04), Pif:\zza (50.65) and 
O'Neil set a team record of Cook (48.05). Cook was 
2:01 .64 in rhw 200 individual behind by four feet going i.nto 
medley trials, but placed 18th ·the final turn and t;ie pulled ou 
in the pre-consolation finals the 13th place (1st in the 
with a 2:03.11. · heat) with a tre!Tlendous . 
Greg Cook (49:25) and Will effort! 
Cheney (54.14) competed in The , New England cham-
the 100 Free, then Piazza pionships was the ''icing on 
(5:07.27) did his career best the cake" for an incredible 
in the 500 Free, while Rick season for the Men's swim 
Sarson set team records of team. After ·a fine 7--2-0 
4:49,71 in the trials, and dual meet season;- the 
4:49.06 to win the consola- response at New Englands 
tion final (7th place). was outstanding. 
~rian O'Neil qualified for 
NCAA's with a team. record 
52.42 in th~ trials of the 100 
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Bears Business 
Wrap up of Winter Sports, on to outdoor Sports 
By Mike Storey 
Last week· before Break. 
Where has the time gone? 
Baseballs and softballs are 
now being thrown instead of 
basketballs. Teams are prac-
ticing outside instead of in. 
Yes, the days are going by 
fast. 
The women's basketball 
team finished their season 
(22-5) this past weekend 
going down to defeat against 
Eastern Connecticut State 
(54-48) and W.P.I. (75-71) in 
the NCAA Division Ill 
Regional Tournament. Cathy 
Baker was selected to the All 
To.urney team for her 42 
points and 20 rebounds in the 
two games. 
Baker and guard JoAnn 
Runge were also selected to 
the New England Division Ill 
Coach's Al I Star game on 
March 17th at Emmanuel 
College. 
Congratulations to Bo 
Ruggiero and the entire team 
for another outstanding 
season. 
The men's swim team tra-
veled to Springfield for the 
Division HI New Englands .. 
They came away with their 
best effort ever scoring 68 
points and coming in 18th 
place., 
·Rich Sarson (1650) and 
Brian O'Neil (100 Butterfly) 
qualified for the NCAA 
nationals to be held at Emory 
College in Atlanta, Georgia. 
This year's team had an 
outstanding year going (7-2), 
their best record in ten years. 
Eight team records fell at 
SSC during the season as 
well. Congratulations to 
Coach Yeskewiz and the· 
team for a great year. 
The women's gymna~tic 
squad came away with a 
fourth place finish at the New 
England Division 111 touna-
ment at MIT this past 
Saturday. 
Five members were 
selected to .the EGAC tour-
ney to be held tomorrow at 
Salem State College. They 
are Cindy Parlee (all around), 
Ellen Chevalier {vault), Gina 
Gallerani (beam), Chris 
Andersen (floor) and Eleano,r 
Plotner (bars). 
Kudos go out to first year 
coach Lynn Mazzaferro and 
the whole squad forajob well 
done this year. 
Spring training has started 
for men's baseball. They have 
a lot of new· faces ori the 
squad including the coach-
1n9 staff with Glen Chatterton 
taking over the reins as head 
coach and former BSC stan-
dout Ron McCarthy taking 
over as assistant. 
The team travels to Virginia 
for a week of practice over 
break in preparation for their 
opener in the Stonehill Tour-
r:iament, March 31. 
The women's softball team, 
under new coach Dede Enab-
enter, had over thirty girls out 
for the squad at their first 
practice. The team seems to 
be very deep at the pitching 
position which was the major 
weakness of last year's 
squad. This te'am should be 
very competitive by the looks 
of the strong arms and nifty 
glovework I've seen in 
practice. 
Women's lacrosse is also 
improving, according to 
coach Mary Lou Thi mas, who 
says thi.s year's· squad is way 
ahead of schedule compared 
·to last year. ltis~a much more 
veteran team and the newco-
mers have more talent than 
those in year's past. 
They open up March 31 at, 
home against Mt. Holyoke. 
The track team has been 
working out rain or shine the 
past three weeks. Their 
numbers (45-50 participants) 
indicate this team could be 
very strong in both men's and 
women's competition. 
lntramurals 
The winners of the men's 
basketball league have been 
decided. Showtime takes the 
"A"division honors, followed 
by the Kamikazis in the "B" 
division and the Over the Hill 
Gang in the ·"C" division. An 
overall winner will be deter-
mined this week. 
The Pinheads and Motley 
Crew are the finalists in the 
women's basketball league. 
The· championship was 
·decided last night. 
Coed soccer finished their 
regular season this week. 
Playoffs will begin the first 
week back f ram Break. 
Check IM Board for playoff 
schedule. 
R o.sters for IM street 
hockey and softball must be 
:n by tomorrow (Friday). 
Games will begin the second 
week. back from Break. 
Kelly Gym 
The gym will be closed for 
two weeks during Spring 
Break. It will re-open March 
26th as usual. Fourth quarter 
schedules are available in the 
Kelly Gym. 
The free-weight room will 
be closed on Tu~sday and 
Thursday and Friday from 
3:30-5:30 for varsity track 
practice. 
. Have a great break-don't 
do anything I wouldn't do. 
Puzzle Answer Writers 
· ··· ·Wanted! 
ContactJoe Gouveia at The Comm.ent office. All 
Spring Sports availabl~ f Or coverage including 
baseball, •track, softball~ and lacrosse. 
By Jeanne Flynn 
On Tuesday the BSC 
women's gymnastics team 
. had a meet against Salem 
State College. The newly rec~ 
ruited freshman team beat 
Bridgewater State 156 to 128 
finishing· the season with a 
perfect 9-0 record. 
Despite t.he loss, the 
Bridgewater girls put on a 
greqt show. Cindy Parlee 
BSC Gymnasts 
Tumble and Fall 
placed third on vault with a 
score of 8.0. Other top vault-
ing scores1rom Bridgewater 
were Nadine Lucas and Ellen 
Lose to Salem, 156-128 
Chevalier with scores of7;8, 
Top scoring from'BSGon the 
bars was Eleanor· Plotner 
(6.:85)1 Jeanne Flynn (6.2)1 first and also capturing many 
and Cindy Parlee {5.45). The of the individual awards. 
women performed very well Second and third place 
on the floor exercise. Nadine teams were Connecticut Col-
Lucas (7.6) was Bridgewat- lege and RIC. · · 
· er's top scorer . with Ellen The Bridgewater girls gave 
Chevalier (7.05) not far ,it their all but just couldn't_ 
behind. The balance beam edge out their conffnu~r 
·top performers were Gina rivais, RIC. The Bridgewater 
Gallerani (6.75), Cindy Par- team had two women place in 
lee (6.55) and Carolyn Soper the meet inthefl.oorexercise. 
(5.5). Cindy Parlee· placed fourth 
On Saturday, 'the gymnas;'.: . with a score ·at ·7.95. Ellen 
tics team traveled to M.LT. to· Cheval.ier· also took a fourth 
take part in the New England place on vaulting with a 8.15. 
Div. Ill championship meet. Other great performers on 
Despite some great perfor- vault came from Nadine 
mances, the team placed . Lucas (7.95) and Cindy_ Par-
fourth overall. Salem State lee (7.90). On beam Carolyn 
took ~ver the meet placing Soper was tops for Bridge-· 
water 
1
- scan 119 6.1 t:>. Cindy 
Parlee (6.0) also pe.rformed 
well. '.Top performers from 
BSC on bars were Eleanor 
.Ptot~er (6.95), and Jeannie 
Flyrm '(6.0). . · 
It .!Af a:s great to see Capt. 
Chris :Andersen back on the 
Hoor mat after beihg out for a 
·· month with an injury. 
Fouir of the girls have quali-
fied for the ECAC champion..: 
ship meet-to be held Friday 
night at s.alem State College. 
The girls incude: Cindy Par-
lee (all around), Eleanor 
Plotner (bars), Gina Galle-
rani (beam)-, Ellen Chevalier 
(vault), and Chris Andersen 
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"We feer we've had one of 
the most successful seasons 
of any winter sports team 
here at B.S.C.," commented 
C o a' ch J o e Yes k e w i c z-. 
"because at our 1 New Eng-
lands, we were pitted against 
Division I and 11 teams, as 
well as Division II I power-
. houses like Williams (the 
champions for the past. five 
years), M.l.T., Tufts, Bow-
doin, Amherst, Wesleyan, 
and others. Fan-tas-tic!" 
~ .. 
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Canada's Bear of Beers 
is here! 
Down from the North Woods of Canada comes 
. ~-· Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew. 
An authentic Canadian lager-~aturally aged, so it's remar,kably smooth. With a flavor 
no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here! 
TM 
- CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS 
Imported by van Munching & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 
/ 
